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In the 1970s, cities across the country began implementing urban homesteading programs, in which they
transferred surplus vacant housing units to hopeful homeowners for the low cost of $1 and a two-year
commitment to rehabilitating and occupying the unit as a primary residence. The goals of these programs
were varied, but typically included neighborhood stabilization, affordable housing, and incentivizing the
return of wealthier households back to urban neighborhoods. This thesis argues that, while homesteading
programs achieved mixed results in regards to these goals, they did achieve historic preservation outcomes.
In order to support this proposition, this thesis examines the history of homesteading in Baltimore City,
Maryland. Although Baltimore was not the first city to launch a program, it was the most influential and its
program had long-lasting impact. Baltimore pursued two different approaches: scattered-site and
neighborhood-wide homesteading. Based on archival research, interviews, and site visits, this thesis finds that
the former often created home ownership opportunities for more moderate-income households, and that the
latter achieved significant preservation outcomes. This thesis also argues that, given the ongoing loss of
population in many Rust Belt cities; the nationwide abundance of housing abandoned following the
foreclosure crisis; and the simultaneous shortage of affordable housing opportunities, the time is ripe for
homesteading programs to be re-examined. Preservationists should recognize homesteading as a powerful
tool for vernacular preservation, and join planners and affordable housing advocates in promoting the
potential for homesteading to address many urban challenges at once.
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(1.0) INTRODUCTION 
Less than a decade after the worst financial recession since the Great Depression sent many 
real estate markets to near-historic lows, nearly one-half of renting households in the United States 
are housing burdened, spending over 30% of their monthly income on rent and utilities. 
Furthermore, over one-quarter of American renters are considered to be severely cost-burdened, 
with over 50% of their monthly income going to housing costs.1 These cost ratios put enormous 
pressure on a household’s ability to afford the other costs of living. Such high housing costs have 
also nearly broken our country’s affordable housing delivery system; according to the 2016 State of 
the Nation’s Housing report published by the Harvard Kennedy School and Harvard Graduate 
School of Design, only one-in-four households that qualify for housing assistance actually receive it.2 
Bureaucratic obstacles and chronic supply shortages both contribute to this ongoing lack of 
affordable housing, which affects the lowest income populations the most dramatically.    
 The housing crisis does not end with housing burdens, however. Homelessness is also a 
chronic problem across the United States, and particularly in its cities. A nationwide point-in-time 
survey in January 2016 counted over half a million homeless individuals, including over 35,000 
unaccompanied minors and almost 40,000 veterans.3 In 2016, Baltimore City reported serving over 
11,800 homeless individuals, and almost 2,400 individuals were counted in shelters on the night of 
the nationwide point-in-time survey.4 As is the case in Baltimore, these numbers often do not include 
individuals living in the streets, in cars, or bouncing from impermanent location to the next. In 2015, 
																																																								
1 Andrew Aurand et al, The GAP: The Affordable Housing GAP Analysis 2016 (Washington, DC: National Low 
Income Housing Coalition, 2016), 5. 
2 The State of the Nation’s Housing (Cambridge, MA: Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, 
2016), 5.  
3 “Snapshot of Homelessness,” National Alliance to End Homelessness, accessed 26 April 2017, 
www.endhomlessness.org/pages/snapshot_of_homelessness.  
4 2016 Annual Report on Homelessness, prepared by Maryland’s Interagency Council on Homelessness, (Baltimore, 
MD: The Governor and Maryland General Assembly, October 2016).  
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Philadelphia shelters served approximately 15,000 people; recent years have also seen nearly 1,000 
unsheltered individuals living in the city’s parks and streets on summer nights.5  
 Contradicting the logic of this housing and homelessness crisis (by both official and 
colloquial definitions), dozens of American cities also have a significant surplus of vacant, abandoned 
housing. Baltimore, one of those hardest hit by decades of industrial decline and population loss, has 
an estimated 16,000-abandoned houses.6 The City of Brotherly Love is close behind it, with just shy 
of 15,000 vacant residential properties in 2016, or as many vacant housing units as individuals with 
insecure housing.7 In the ten-year period between 2005 and 2015, one-in-three houses, or over 
139,000 houses, were foreclosed on in the city of Detroit alone.8 And it’s not just formerly industrial 
cities in the north. The Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta MSA also ranks incredibly high in terms of 
residential vacancy, with over 230,000 vacant housing units estimated by the one-year American 
Community Survey in 2012.  
 In the wake of the foreclosure-driven abandonment issues plaguing most of America’s cities, 
“right-sizing,”—or the judicious shrinking of a city’s physical or political boundaries and therefore 
the services it is required to provide—has captured planners’ and policy makers’ attention. Many 
prominent voices, including the Brooking Institute’s Alan Mallach and the nationwide advocacy 
group Center for Community Progress, have argued in favor of demolition as a necessary solution. 
Housing advocates have pushed back against these efforts on the local level, lamenting demolition 
programs—such as Baltimore’s plan to demolish 4,000 houses between 2016 and 2020, at the cost of 
																																																								
5 “Facts on Homelessness,” Project HOME, accessed 26 April 2017, https://projecthome.org/about/facts-
homelessness.  
6 Terrence McCoy, “Baltimore has more than 16,000 vacant houses. Why can’t the homeless move in?” The 
Washington Post, 12 May 2015, https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/baltimore-has-more-than-16000-
vacant-houses-why-cant-the-homeless-move-in/2015/05/12/3fd6b068-f7ed-11e4-9030-
b4732caefe81_story.html?utm_term=.9639f856ff12.  
7 “Philadelphia Land Bank: Strategic Plan & Performance Report (2017)” (draft, Philadelphia, PA: Philadelphia 
Land Bank, 2017), accessed 7 April 2017, http://www.philadelphialandbank.org/about/reports-information/, 
22.  
8 Joel Kurth and Christine MacDonald, “Volume of abandoned homes ‘absolutely terrifying’,” The Detroit News, 
14 May 2015, http://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/special-reports/2015/05/14/detroit-abandoned-
homes-volume-terrifying/27237787/.  
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$94 million—in the face of such rampant housing crises.9 Preservationists too, led by 
PlaceEconomics’ Rightsizing Cities Initiative and the Preservation Rightsizing Network, have begun 
their defense against large-scale demolition without attention to preservation-based solutions. The 
two sides have not, however, come together as a single front advocating for rehabilitation in lieu of 
demolition. 
(1.0) Background 
 This thesis project developed out of a long-term interest in the reclamation of abandoned 
properties that sharpened into focus over the course of several academic experiences. The first of 
these was an (ultimately thwarted) effort to study squatter rehabilitation efforts in New York City in 
the 1970s and Chicago in the 2010, where people were moving into abandoned buildings, renovating 
them, and sometimes claiming ownership. While the two scenarios featured dramatically different 
actors and theaters, the goals were the same: housing vulnerable populations in spite of the market’s 
and the local government’s inability to do so. Further research revealed that this squatter upgrading 
was the less sanctified version (and, in some situations, direct rebuttal) of a nationwide and in part 
federally sponsored program: urban homesteading. Simply defined, urban homesteading was the 20th-
century adaption of an 18th-century invention, in which private citizens assumed ownership of a piece 
of property at little-to-no cost following an agreed-upon period of improvement and residential 
occupation.  
 The second of these experiences was a studio experience in the Sharswood neighborhood of 
Philadelphia. During the years leading up to the fall of 2015, residents had begun acquiring and 
rehabilitating vacant homes in their neighborhood, which the city had long neglected. The city, it 
turned out, actually owned a significant portion of the vacant, blighted buildings. Instead of turning 																																																								
9 “Project C.O.R.E.: Introduction,” Maryland Department of Housing and Community Development, accessed 
26 April 2017, www.dhcd.maryland.gov/projectCORE/Pages/default.aspx; see also Luke Broadwater and 
Yvonne Wenger, “Baltimore and Maryland officials begin ramped-up demolition plan,” The Baltimore Sun, 7 
January 2016, accessed 26 April 2017, www.baltimoresun.com/news/opinion/editorial/bs-md-ci-demolition-
follow-20160107-story.html.  
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these properties over to local entrepreneurs and developers, however, the Philadelphia Housing 
Authority proceeded to use eminent domain to acquire even more properties (including those that 
were organically undergoing rehabilitation) for the purpose of a mass clearance and renewal effort. 
This project was exactly the sort that had been roundly discredited by the 1970s, and although it was 
occurring in the name of affordable housing, its completion will be at exceptional cost, both fiscally 
and of existing built fabric. Nevertheless, it received the apparent blessing of the U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) (which had already provided a substantial planning grant 
and was presumed to be contributing additional financing later in the process) as well as local 
leadership.10  
 The combination of these two academic explorations led to a resolute belief (or, at the very 
least, hope) that preservation was a more natural, cheaper, and less disruptive path to affordable 
housing than what is commonplace today. After all, despite years-long waitlists for public housing 
units, Section 8 vouchers, or both (in addition to hundreds, and often thousands, of homeless 
individuals living between shelters and the streets), many cities also have an abundance of abandoned 
housing stock. Urban homesteading, it seems, presents itself as a natural solution to this two-faced 
challenge: individuals’ needs for housing and housing’s need for residents.  
 But, while urban homesteading was, for a short period, massively popular with local officials, 
urban planners, and the media alike, it has not been considered very successful. It failed to scale 
beyond a few dozen units in many locations, and seldom led to the rehabilitation of more than 1,000 
properties. Due in part to its limited scope, homesteading also failed to dramatically change the fate 
of many inner city neighborhoods. Where it did succeed on this front, it tended to gentrify as 
opposed to simply stabilize. Most damaging for its legacy, it also largely failed as a revolutionary tool 
																																																								
10 For more information on Sharswood, see the Sharswood/Blumberg Transformation Plan (2015), prepared for the 
Philadelphia Housing Authority and available online at http://www.sharswoodblumberg.com. See also the 
PennDesign historic preservation studio report Sharswood-Blumberg: A Preservation Approach to Revitalizing 
Neighborhoods (Fall 2015), available online at 
http://www.design.upenn.edu/sites/default/files/uploads/2015_SharswoodCombo%20%28red%29_0.pdf.  
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for affordable home ownership.  It proved expensive for individual homesteaders unless they were 
blessed with a very particular set of skills and friends who shared them. It also proved expensive for 
cities to administer them, as the most effective programs were also those that provided the most 
amount of support for participating individuals.  
 The term “urban homesteading” is itself a problematic—if evocative—metaphor. It goes 
above and beyond connoting rehabilitation, or rebuilding, and therefore fails to communicate its 
primary service to urban neighborhoods. Instead, the historical allusion implies that to participate in 
these programs is to start from scratch in a new, unpopulated territory. This in turn implies bravery 
and utter self-sufficiency, thereby masking the existing or recently displaced residents of these 
communities. Rhetorically exclusionary from the very start, it is an unlikely tool for achieving mass 
low-income, urban home ownership.   
 The programs were successful in another overlooked way, however. Homesteaded 
properties were spared the often otherwise-imminent wrecking ball, or they were saved from 
demolition by neglect. They may not have survived to become the first home of a low-income family 
or single-parent household, but they did survive. Some were restored masterfully, and many others 
simply became inhabitable again; they had their roofs re-shingled, their windows re-glazed, and their 
rooms re-occupied. In the long-term survival of these houses that urban homesteading programs 
have enabled, it is likely that many, if not most, of these housing units will cycle back to affordability 
for the working class and/or the extremely low income. Unfortunately, the preservation field has not 
yet embraced homesteading as a tool for enabling (lower-case “p”) preservation of the vernacular 
built environment.  
This research hopes to unpack the different contexts in which preservation outcomes are 
and are not achieved as a result of urban homesteading. Baltimore was selected as the primary case 
study for this thesis due to its national reputation and its spectrum of implementation tactics. 
Established in August of 1973, the program petered out by the mid-1980s, but not before it led to 
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the rehabilitation and new ownership of at least 500 properties, and potentially many more. The city’s 
homesteading efforts are considered to be one of the best examples of a well-run program as well as 
a program with long-lasting impact.  
Baltimore’s local homesteading program was the second in the country, trailing Wilmington, 
Delaware by a matter of weeks. Along with Wilmington and Philadelphia, Baltimore preceded the 
federal homesteading program by a full year. While Baltimore eventually accepted federal homestead 
properties, which HUD acquired and transferred to municipalities following Federal Housing 
Administration (FHA) foreclosures, its strength remained in the local program, which dispossessed 
properties acquired through tax foreclosure or eminent domain. 
By examining the Baltimore program’s design, implementation, challenges, and outcomes, 
this thesis intends to draw basic conclusions regarding urban homesteading’s utility as a tool for 
historic preservation. By extension, it suggests that the preservation field advocate for carefully 
crafted homesteading programs nationwide, alongside colleagues in the urban planning and 
affordable housing professions. Considering the tens of thousands of foreclosed properties still 
sitting vacant across America’s cities and towns, such a coalition could trigger a very timely comeback 
for a program with abundant potential.  
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(2.0) LITERATURE REVIEW 
 Urban homesteading has, periodically, captured the public fancy. Since the mid-1980s, 
however, it has been largely absent from academic literature in the fields of public policy, urban 
planning, or affordable housing. It has been almost entirely absent from the literature on historic 
preservation, and is not included in the canon of recognized historic preservation tools. These limited 
writings are discussed below.  
 In addition to works that address urban homesteading explicitly, there are numerous 
academic fields with significant overlap. For this reason, research on the effects of vacant and 
abandoned housing has been included in the literature review for this paper. The area of overlap 
between historic preservation, rehabilitation, and affordable housing is also included.  
(2.1) Vacant and Abandoned Housing 
Scholars from wide-ranging disciplines have studied the threats posed by vacant and 
abandoned housing. Most obviously, these threats include the decreasing property values of 
properties around a vacant house or lot. For a thorough account of decreased property values 
associated with the recent wave of foreclosures, see Frame (2010); every study that he surveyed 
showed that foreclosed properties sold at a discount, and that their presence depressed the values of 
nearby properties. 
David Chen (2009) published another recent discussion of the harms that vacant housing 
can propagate on the surrounding real estate. Chen is particularly interested in the coalition of 
occupations that are professionally motivated to find remedies to the cycle of abandoned housing 
and neighborhood decline. Immergluck and Smith (2005) wrote specifically about the effects of 
foreclosure on single-family neighborhoods, which is even timelier now than when it was written, 
prior to the 2008 recession.  
As popularized by Kelling and Wilson’s classic 1982 Atlantic piece, “Broken Windows,” 
neglected property begets criminal activity. See Blight Free Philadelphia (October 2001) for a frank 
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discussion of the impacts of abandoned housing in Philadelphia. A 2005 report by the National 
Vacant Properties Campaign (which was later subsumed by the Center for Community Progress) 
reviewed a wide variety of municipal, homeowner, and community costs of vacant properties, ending 
with a concise description of the rapid decline that often accompanies blight. For a more recent 
study, see Bannon and Wilt (June 2016) for a comprehensive look at the impacts of abandoned 
housing on residential blocks in and around Topeka, KS. Their report calculates the increased 
municipal costs created by the presence of abandoned housing (per block) for everything ranging 
from criminal battery to medical calls, fire emergencies, and graffiti removal; while the dollar 
amounts are specific to Topeka, the scale of the various hazards are universal.  
Vacant and abandoned housing can also lead to health threats; this particular impact of 
abandoned housing has seen a huge amount of interest in the public health field in the past decade. A 
recent study published by researchers in Philadelphia (Kondo et. al., 2015) reviews just a slice of this 
recent scholarship, and finds evidence linking abandoned housing to “drug-dependence mortality, 
rates of sexually-transmitted disease, and premature mortality” as well as to adverse effects on mental 
health and a place’s social fabric.   
While it is incredibly hard to distill the specific environmental impacts of abandoned housing 
from the socio-economic and political structures that have led to housing abandonment in the first 
place, it is clear that vacant structures enable crime, depress the public’s optimism about a 
neighborhood’s real estate value or potential, and cost municipalities significant sums of money to 
maintain. Much of the research underway in the public health and real estate fields argues for 
significant public investment in rehabilitation and demolition.    
(2.2) National Housing Policy and Rehabilitation 
Perhaps the primary collection of writing on 20th-century housing policy, From Tenements to 
the Taylor Homes, (Bauman, ed., 2000), traces 120 years of American housing strategies for resolving 
squalid slum conditions and providing public and/or affordable housing. For the majority of that 
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history, the federal government and urban planners alike pursued some variation on a demolish-and-
replace strategy. Rehabilitation of existing stock is only truly present in the final chapter of the book, 
a survey of Nixon-era housing policy, which was led by an advocate for housing rehabilitation as part 
of a comprehensive affordable housing strategy.   
Even here, in Bauman’s (2000) article on Patricia Harris, President Nixon’s Secretary of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD), housing rehabilitation is considered more a tool of 
renewing a real estate market than it is a tool for affordability. Harris saw housing rehabilitation as a 
way to refocus on urban challenges affecting the country’s poorest residents, and to efficiently use 
government resources to produce as much quality housing stock as possible, but the implementation 
of the administration’s housing strategy ultimately did more to establish public-private partnerships 
than it did to restore decimated inner city neighborhoods. Nixon and Harris effectively oversaw a 
housing strategy that manifested in an urban revitalization strategy.11  
(2.3) Homesteading as a Response to Neighborhood Decline and Abandonment 
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s focus on revitalization and 
community development—as opposed to the provision of affordable housing—is particularly clear in 
contemporary discussions about urban homesteading.  Following the 1950s and 1960s’ efforts of city 
rebuilding by way of massive clearance, urban homesteading emerged as a mechanism of “urban 
conservation.” As James Hughes and Kenneth Bleakly write in their 1975 book Urban Homesteading, 
the decade’s interest in urban homesteading reflected a growing dissatisfaction with the previous 
decade’s erasure of and flight from urban problems. Local and federal governments began to 
understand that in order to create long-term stability in America’s urban centers, they needed to 
commit resources (and residents) to them.12  																																																								
11 John F. Bauman, “Jimmy Carter, Patricia Roberts Harris, and Housing Policy in the Age of Limits,” in From 
Tenements to the Taylor Homes: In Search of an Urban Housing Policy in Twentieth-Century America (University Park, PA: 
The Pennsylvania State University Press, 2000), 256-257.  
12 James W. Hughes and Kenneth D. Bleakly Jr, Urban Homesteading (New Brunswick, NJ: 1975, Center for 
Urban Policy Research).  
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For much of the 1970s and 1980s, urban homesteading was seen as a tool that could address 
three problems: widespread housing abandonment in struggling neighborhoods; the need to revitalize 
and stabilize these neighborhoods; and the dearth of low-income home ownership opportunities 
(Rohe 1991, Chandler 1991, Hughes and Bleakley 1975). In reality, this third commitment, to 
affordability for low-income households, was tenuous at best. Federal policymakers at HUD were 
more interested in getting vacant housing stock off of their hands, and local governments were 
interested in returning productive properties to their tax rolls.  
Writing in 1975, Hughes and Bleakly focus on urban homesteading’s role in the larger toolkit 
for addressing housing abandonment. They identify homesteading as most effective when taken 
advantage of in a neighborhood experiencing the initial stages decline (for example in which 
individual lots or blocks have lost residents, capital, and/or buildings, but the larger social and built 
fabric remain in place). Once a neighborhood has entered the latter stages of decline, it is often 
considered to be “nonviable,” and only suitable for wholesale demolition and redevelopment. For 
Hughes and Bleakly, therefore, homesteads must be strategically pursued at key points in the tax 
delinquency or foreclosure process, and must occur within a well-developed government framework. 
In their concluding thoughts, they frame homesteading not as a magic bullet, but as one of a very few 
programs that may successfully slow the “snowballing” of housing abandonment.  
David Varady, writing a decade later, has similar assumptions about the role of urban 
homesteading in the process of neighborhood decline and upgrading, but incorporates an additional 
decade of research into homesteading results.13 Additionally, whereas Hughs and Bleakly are more 
focused on the physical conditions of neighborhoods, Varady’s work also incorporates a rigorous 
review of neighborhood change literature, situating his analysis of urban homesteading firmly in 
discussions of larger market dynamics. He explicitly conceives of urban homesteading as a 
revitalization tool, and defines its success in part by its ability to attract middle-income families to 																																																								13	David P. Varady, Neighborhood Upgrading: A Realistic Assessment (Albany, NY: State University of New York 
Press, 1986).		
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formerly disinvested neighborhoods. As a result, race, class, and external appearance become more 
significant parts of his analysis than do cost of housing or housing security. 
Varady’s 1986 study concludes with an evaluation of what types of neighborhoods are most 
likely to benefit from homesteading programs. It also ultimately suggests that homesteading 
programs are not sufficient in “upgrading” neighborhoods, or preventing the rapid racial change 
experienced in so many urban locations. Their success is largely dependent on the concentration of 
individual projects as well as their accompaniment by other government support programs including, 
ideally, structural reforms to create metropolitan school districts.  
(2.4) Rehabilitation, Historic Preservation, and Affordable Housing 
Not much academic writing has linked the rehabilitation of existing housing stock with the 
need for affordable housing, largely because national housing policy has generally failed to make this 
connection. The majority of writing that discusses preservation in an urban planning context writes 
of preservation as a tool for neighborhood conservation or urban revitalization. Urban revitalization 
and stabilization were often spoken of separately from affordable housing (they were, effectively, two 
sides of the same issue: who was living in cities, and who did cities want as residents), and 
preservation was seen as a means to revitalize urban areas for the purpose of attracting newer, 
wealthier residents.  
A 1979 Advisory Council on Historic Preservation publication, The Contribution of Historic 
Preservation to Urban Revitalization, examines historic districts in four cities, concluding that the 
preservation, restoration, and re-use of significant buildings “encouraged a return-to-the-city 
movement.” A 1977 report published by the Congressional Research Service, Neighborhood 
Conservation Through Housing Preservation, similarly understood preservation to be a tool for renewal and 
economic development. While the authors were concerned with issues such as substandard living 
conditions and rehabilitation financing, it was not for the benefit of the homeless or low-income 
populations.  
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For decades, David Listokin, a scholar at Rutgers University and co-director of the 
University’s Green Building Center at the School of Planning and Public Policy, has been the 
dominant voice building a bridge between affordable housing and historic preservation. Housing 
Rehabilitation: Economic, Social, and Policy Perspectives, a 1983 volume edited by Listokin, is the first 
comprehensive examination of the relationship’s potential. As he points out, while literature on 
housing rehabilitation has been abundant since the 1930s (and really dates even further back, to turn-
of-the-century interest in tenement reform), much of it has taken the form of case studies that 
examine individual strategies, programs, or municipalities.14 Listokin’s volume, on the other hand, 
brings together case studies with essays that address the historical, economic, social, and policy 
contexts and impacts of housing rehabilitation.  
Housing Rehabilitation is particularly noteworthy for its inclusion of several essays linking 
government-sponsored housing rehabilitation to greater conversations about historic preservation. 
One essay (Oldham and Jandl) examines opportunities created by the Investment Tax Credit (now 
known as the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit, or Historic Tax Credit); another (Galbraith) 
discusses the economic and social returns of preservation. Listokin contributes his own essay 
introducing basic components of preservation policy and its implementation in New York City. The 
essays on historic preservation, however, do not speak to those that frame rehabilitation as a 
mechanism for neighborhood stability or affordable housing. In some ways, Housing Rehabilitation can 
be read as two books, the shorter of which is grappling with the implications of a nascent historic 
preservation infrastructure.   
Among many other relevant works, Listokin also co-authored a 2005 report for the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development entitled Best Practices for Effecting the Rehabilitation of 
Affordable Housing. The report drew on the experiences and expertise of a wide range of practitioners 
including the National Trust for Historic Preservation, the Enterprise Foundation, the National 																																																								
14 David Listokin, ed., Housing Rehabilitation: Economic, Social, and Policy Perspectives (New Brunswick, NJ: Center 
for Urban Policy Research, 1983), 10.  
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Center for Healthy Housing, the National Park Service, and dozens of local developers, planners, and 
affordable housing provider in order to provide a comprehensive review of opportunities, challenges, 
and best practices. This study, which includes insight from dozens of case studies and localities, is the 
clearest evidence that local practitioners have been rehabilitating older homes in order to provide 
lower cost housing for a long time.  
Apart from Listokin, Donovan Rypkema is one of the very few practitioners or scholars that 
has written explicitly about historic preservation’s role in providing affordable housing. His 2002 
essay “Historic Preservation and Affordable Housing: The Missed Connection” points to the ways 
that the country’s “older and historic” housing stock is already providing affordable workforce 
housing.15 It also counters several commonly repeated myths about historic housing being obsolete, 
the cause of gentrification, or too costly to maintain, among others. 
This is not to say that the federal policymakers have entirely failed to make the connection. 
In the late 1990s, the Technical Preservation Service (the branch of the National Park Service tasked 
with administering the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit [HRTC]) published a series of Affordable 
Housing Case Studies, which examined successful partnership of the HRTC with the Low-Income 
Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC). In November 2006, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
went further and adopted a Policy Statement on “Affordable Housing and Historic Preservation.” 
This document recognized the federal government’s dual mandate to provide adequate, affordable 
housing and to protect historic resources. It addressed the ways in which national preservation 
policy, which includes Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and the HRTC, among 
other programs, can enable rather than prohibit the development of affordable housing.  
Additionally, dozens of articles focus on historic preservation as part of a broader 
community development or urban revitalization strategy (see Ceraso, 1999; Nichols, 2011; Ryberg-																																																								15	Donovan Rypkema,	“Historic Preservation and Affordable Housing: The Missed Connection,” 
prepared for the National Trust for Historic Preservation (2002), 
http://www.placeeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/placeeconomicspub2003b.pdf. 	
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Webster and Kinahan, 2014). These are commonly in publications like Shelterforce, the National 
Housing Institute’s journal, Forum, the National Trust for Historic Preservation’s journal, or 
Cityscape, the US Department of Housing and Urban Development’s journal. While widely read and 
well respected, few are peer-reviewed and all primarily feature articles written by practitioners or 
journalists as opposed to scholars.  
Rypkema’s 2002 article and Listokin’s 2005 report for HUD serve as the lonely literature 
encouraging an explicit and progressive policy framework for pairing preservation work with 
affordable housing needs above and beyond the possibilities of the two tax credits. Neither of these 
works, however, addresses the potential role of urban homesteading to achieve goals of either field, 
let alone its potential to meet the goals of both fields.  
(2.5) Justification of Further Research 
Despite the fundamental fact that urban homesteading leads to rehabilitated historic housing 
stock, such programs have never been widely embraced as a tool for historic preservation. Analysis 
of homesteading programs is largely missing from the literature on affordable housing and entirely 
missing from historic preservation literature. In fact, the majority of comprehensive studies of urban 
homesteading completed since the 1970s heyday of federal attention have appeared in the forms of 
theses for graduate level programs in historic preservation, city planning, and economics (Smith, 
1978; Schneider, 1990; Lieb, 2010; Tucker, 2013; Gerdom, 2015; etc.).  
Although policy and popular attention drifted quickly from urban homesteading to other 
revitalization and affordability movements, the potential value of urban homesteading is as relevant 
as ever. Abandoned housing once again captured public and pundit attention in the late-aughts as 
activists in several Rust Belt cities, motivated by the foreclosure crisis, lifted squatter strategies as 
ways to reclaim neighborhoods and provide housing for newly homeless families. In what was simply 
an unauthorized urban homesteading approach, groups like Liberate the South Side in Chicago and 
Take Back the Land in New York City identified abandoned properties and matched them with 
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homeless individuals, typically those who made commitments to maintain and rehabilitate the 
premises.16  (For more reading on the history of this type of vacant housing reclamation, much of it 
deeply rooted in Philadelphia, see Curtis-Olsen, 2015.) 
By continuing to explore urban homesteading’s merits, this thesis seeks to encourage a 
growing coalition between historic preservation, affordable housing, community development, and 
planning professionals, all of whom realize urban homesteading’s potential as a powerful 
preservation tool.  
 
																																																								
16 Danny Westneat, “Squatter Activists call for Occupations of Vacant Buildings,” Seattle Times, 1 March 2016, 
http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/squatter-activists-and-the-tipping-point/; John Leland, “With 
Advocates’ Help, Squatters Call Foreclosures Home,” The New York Times, 9 April 2009, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/04/10/us/10squatter.html; Stephanie Xiao, “Foreclosed Homes a New 
Occupy Target,” The Chicago Maroon, 3 February 2012, 
https://www.chicagomaroon.com/2012/02/03/foreclosed-homes-a-new-occupy-target/.  
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(3.0)  HISTORY OF HOMESTEADING 
Urban homesteading programs of the 1970s owe a great deal to a federal land settlement 
program that predates them by more than a century.  Beginning even before Thomas Jefferson’s 18th-
century interests in surveying the American continent, the United States government began 
experimenting with various methods of claiming, clearing, and capitalizing on “wild” land. Many of 
America’s earliest colonists represent efforts by the English, Spanish, and French governments to 
stake an ownership claim on land and make it economically productive; by paying for their journey to 
America, they secured “headrights” to the land they settled.17 For almost 100 years following the 
passage of the Land Ordinance of 1775, which allowed the sale of 640 acres of land to enterprising 
pioneers for $1, individuals lobbied the government for cheaper, more flexible means of acquiring 
title to land.  
In 1862, these lobbyists finally succeeded and Congress passed the Homestead Act, which 
established a three-part process for acquiring land: apply, improve, and claim. Following a successful 
five-year residency on a 120-square acre parcel, during which time a settler was required to construct 
a 12’ by 14’ shelter, the Government would transfer title, for free, to the homesteading party.18 The 
Homestead Act was not repealed until 1976, following several decades of inactivity. By the time 
Congress terminated this enabling legislation, it had been used to transfer more than 10% of 
America’s land into private ownership and approximately 4,000,000 claims had been processed. The 
program was so successful, despite its many challenges, that Franklin D. Roosevelt established the 
first successful homesteader’s property as a national monument in 1936.19  
																																																								
17 Molly Beals Millman, Local Administration of Urban Homesteading Programs vol. 2 of Evaluation of the Urban 
Homesteading Demonstration Program, prepared for U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(Cambridge, MA: Urban Systems Research and Engineering Inc, 1981), 4-5.  
18 “The Homestead Act of 1862,” National Archives, accessed 13 February 2017, 
https://www.archives.gov/education/lessons/homestead-act. 
19 “About the Homestead Act” and “Homesteading by the Numbers,” Homestead National Monument 
website, National Park Service, 13 February 2017, 
https://www.nps.gov/home/learn/historyculture/abouthomesteadactlaw.htm.  
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(3.1) Urban Crisis  
In the late 1960s, there was significant talk of a “new frontier” unfolding right in front of 
lawmakers: the inner city.20 Post-War immigration policy reduced what had long been a steady stream 
of European immigrants to urban neighborhoods to a mere trickle. The previously reliable “filtering 
process,” by which wealthy residents moved into newer housing further from the city, leaving their 
previous homes to be occupied by the middle classes, and so on and so forth, broke down once there 
were no new immigrants to occupy the city’s most decrepit housing stock. Families still moved out of 
substandard, inner-city housing as soon as they were able to but, following World War II, they were 
no longer replaced by new waves of Europeans.21 Around the same time, the Federal Housing 
Administration began to guarantee 30-year mortgages for homeowners, which, combined with the 
longstanding mortgage interest tax deduction, subsidized the mass exodus of the largely white middle 
class to the quickly growing suburbs.22  
This dramatic reduction in immigration and mass departure for the suburbs coincided with 
the Second Great Migration of African-Americans from farms in the south to urban areas. Though 
African Americans migrated to cities in the north and south alike, at least 5,000,000 southern-born 
blacks moved to cities in the north and west between 1940 and 1980.23 These new urban residents, 
however, were almost entirely excluded from FHA-backed mortgages. Additionally, as new African 
American residents moved in to a neighborhood, remaining white residents often left, driven by both 
racism and the fear of plummeting property values in the face of snowballing abandonment. Decades 
of structural disinvestment in urban neighborhoods began as banks and the federal government alike 																																																								
20 The turn of phrase seems to have been popularized in policy spheres by Joseph Coleman, a member of City 
Council in Philadelphia, who is credited with being the first politician to push for urban homesteading 
legislation. Shelly Scott Friedman, “Philadelphia’s Urban Homesteading Ordinance: A Poor Beginning Toward 
Reoccupying the Urban Ghost Town,” Buffalo Law Review 23, no. 3 (1974): 737-738.  
21 Joshua A. Newberg, “Anatomy of a Housing Program: Urban Homesteading in Theory and Practice,” Journal 
of Law and Politics 8 (1992): 739-740; Friedman, 747.  
22 Kenneth Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of the United States (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1985), 204-206.  
23 James N. Gregory, “The Second Great Migration: A Historical Overview,” in African American Urban History: 
The Dynamics of Race, Class and Gender since World War II, ed. Joe W. Trotter Jr. and Kenneth L. Kusmer (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2009), 20-23. 
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pulled their financial services out. African-American homeowners had a much harder time securing 
mortgages or home repair loans than their white predecessors, and often ended up in predatory 
financing schemes that proved nearly impossible to pay off.24  
Eventually, many African-American families that could afford to leave urban neighborhoods 
did so, leaving only the poorest behind. Longtime homeowners were denied home repair loans due 
to discriminatory financial practices, sometimes forcing them to abandon their deteriorated homes. 
Others defaulted on mortgages for homes that they could not truly afford to begin with, and still 
others simply fled neighborhoods plagued by poverty, drugs, and crime. Those that remained had no 
other options, and their landlords (even their public landlords) knew it. The incentive—and 
sometimes ability—to maintain a property disappeared with the opportunity to recapture the 
investment later. As properties fell into dangerous disrepair, owners often stopped paying taxes and 
walked away.25 Neil Harding has succinctly recognized this process of abandonment as a “self-
fulfilling prophecy” in which “an owner, sensing the beginning of a neighborhood’s decline will be 
loathe to rehabilitate…when bad buildings are vacated, the other owners begin to panic and good 
houses in the vicinity are abandoned at the same time.”26 
By the 1970s, urban America was plagued by abandoned neighborhoods, decimated tax rolls, 
and few resources to draw on. At the same time, it also bore the responsibility of providing for those 
without their own resources to leave the city behind.27 Hundreds of neighborhoods, once vibrant and 
stable, were rapidly losing residents, and high-quality, historic buildings along with them. An 
estimated 300,000 single-family homes had been abandoned in cities across the country, with 
approximately 25,000 of those in Philadelphia alone, and almost 18,000 in Baltimore.28  
																																																								
24 Ta-Nehisi Coates, “The Case for Reparations,” The Atlantic, June 2014, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2014/06/the-case-for-reparations/361631/.  
25 Millman, 10.  
26 Neil Harding, quoted in Friedman, 751.  
27 Newberg, 740-741;  
28 Mittie Olion Chandler, Urban Homesteading: Programs and Policies (New York: Greenwood Press, 1988), 39.  
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(3.2) Local Responses 
The idea of “urban homesteading” seems to have come to many individuals around the same 
time, and by 1970, was commonly discussed as a partial solution for abandonment.29 Joseph 
Coleman, a member of Philadelphia’s City Council, introduced urban homesteading legislation as 
early as 1968.30 It was not Philadelphia, however, but Wilmington, Delaware, that succeeded in 
implementing the nation’s first urban homesteading program.  
Between 1950 and 1970, Wilmington had lost more than 30,000 residents—over one-quarter 
of its population—amounting to at least 1,750 abandoned properties.31 Wilmington’s City Council 
adopted a homesteading ordinance on May 18, 1973 in direct response to this abandonment crisis 
and assigned the first ten homesteads on August 24th of the same year.32  The ordinance allowed 
officials to transfer city-owned properties to private homeowners who committed to rehabilitating a 
house within 18 months and living in it as a primary residence for no less than three years. The 
program’s only other requirements were that the applicant be at least 18 years old, an American 
citizen, and posses the “financial and know-how ability to rehabilitate an existing dwelling”.33 The 
first individual awarded a homestead property, Daniel Frawley, was a white lawyer living in the 
Philadelphia suburbs but working in downtown Wilmington. The program hoped to attract many 
more professionals just like him, as well as those like James Hadrick, a former contractor and 
longshoreman who was the first homesteader to actually begin work on their property.34  
																																																								
29 Millman, 11.  
30 Hughes and Bleakley, 133.  
31 Richard Joseph Smith, “Urban Homesteading as a Proposed Means of Abandoned Residential Housing,” 
(masters thesis, GIT, 1978), 
https://smartech.gatech.edu/bitstream/handle/1853/21002/smith_richard_j_197812_ms_136252.pdf. 35-36. 
32 Millman, 11.  
33 Wilmington, Del. Code, ch. 33A, § 4 (1973). 
34 Wayne King, “Homesteaders Combatting Urban Blight,” The New York Times, 16 September 1973, accessed 
20 January 2017, www.nytimes.com/1973/09/16/archives/homesteaders-combating-urban-blight-adopted-by-
major-cities.html?_r=0.  
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Publicity came quickly. By the end of 1973, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington, DC 
had all passed enabling ordinances for similar programs.35 Boston’s City Council also passed an early 
homesteading ordinance, but Mayor White refused to allocate funding to implement it until later in 
the 1970s.36  By the following year, several academic articles had already been written about the 
possibility of urban homesteading, and newspaper articles cropped up regularly across the country.  
Although all homesteading programs were, in part, an effort to bring young families back 
into the city, they also each had different goals. Whereas Baltimore and Wilmington intended to 
revitalize particular neighborhoods by encouraging the return of suburbanites to the city, 
Philadelphia was more interested in providing affordable home ownership opportunities.37 As a 
result, each program employed different systems of property selection, homesteader selection, title 
conveyance, and financing. 
(3.3) Federal Initiative 
The concept of urban homesteading was so well received—and so urgently needed—that 
both houses of Congress saw bi-partisan proposals for homesteading legislation by the end of 1973. 
Representative Marjorie Holt, a Republican from Maryland, proposed the National Homestead Act 
to the House of Representatives in September of 1973. Her bill, which focused on providing quality, 
affordable housing, intended to “assist in alleviating the present shortage of decent housing for low 
and moderate income individuals and families”.38 Senator Joseph Biden, a Democrat from Delaware, 
proposed the National Homestead Assistance Act in the Senate two months later.39 His proposal 
																																																								
35 Smith, 36. 
36 M. Jan Akre, “Urban Homesteading: Once More Down the Yellow Brick Road,” Boston College Environmental 
Affairs Law Review 3, no. 3 (1974): 581.   
37 Newberg, 743.  
38 Congressional Record, 93rd Congress, 1st session, September 19 1973, 119:30524-30525; as seen in Millman, 
13. 
39 Newberg, 743.  
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took a slightly different approaching, emphasizing the problem of abandonment alongside the need 
for quality urban housing.40  
Neither of these two bills passed out of their chamber. They were, however, subsumed into 
much larger legislation introduced in February 1974, the Housing and Community Development Act 
of 1974 (HCDA), which benefited from the great need for updated housing legislation. President 
Ford signed the HCDA into law on August 22, 1974, less than one year after Congresswoman Holt 
introduced her bill in the House of Representatives.41 
The HCDA proved to become landmark legislation, and shaped much of today’s current 
affordable housing and community development landscape. Its most transformative effect was found 
in Section 8 of Title II, whereby it established a housing voucher program and signaled the federal 
government’s official shift away from project-based housing. Title I established another highly 
significant, long-lasting piece of this legislation: the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) 
program. This move consolidated seven categorical HUD grants into one formulaic block grant, 
which was allocated to states and entitlement cities to utilize as they saw fit.42  
Towards the very end of the bill, Section 810 established the federal role in urban 
homesteading. This legislation authorized HUD to distribute federally owned properties (typically 
FHA foreclosures) to state and local governments for the purpose of urban homesteading. Following 
the rationale of Senator Biden’s earlier proposal, Section 810 was intended “to expedite the 
occupancy of abandoned or unoccupied homes in our urban areas”.43 While Title I cited enabling the 
historic preservation of “properties of special value” as one of its eight goals, it is worth noting that 
preservation was not mentioned in the text of Section 810.  																																																								
40 Millman, 14. 
41 Millman, 19.  
42 Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-383, 88 Stat (1974); see also “40 Years 
Ago: August 22, 1974, President Ford Signs Housing and Community Development Act of 1974,” National 
Low Income Housing Coalition, 18 August 2014, accessed 3 February 2017, http://nlihc.org/article/40-years-
ago-august-22-president-ford-signs-housing-and-community-development-act-1974.  
43 US Congress, Senate, Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, Housing and Community 
Development Act of 1974, S. Rept. 93-693, 93rd Congress, 2nd session, Feb 27 1974, p 87 (in Millman, pg 16). 
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HUD launched its first efforts to transfer residential properties to municipalities in that same 
year. The resulting Property Release Option Program (PROP) was short lived, but distributed 4,100 
properties to 43 local governments for the purposes of urban homesteading or other public goods.44 
The perceived success of PROP and the several municipal homesteading programs already under way 
led HUD to develop its Urban Homesteading Demonstration Program. Beginning in May 1975, 
HUD agreed to transfer approximately 1,000 FHA-foreclosed properties in federal ownership to 
those properties’ host cities. In order to participate, cities were required to develop a targeted 
homesteading plan for the revitalization of specific neighborhoods with abandoned HUD properties.  
These plans were not heavily proscribed, and required only basic initial strategizing on the 
part of local governments. Congress and HUD alike had realized the wide variation in even the first 
four local homesteading programs and elected to prioritize local decision-making. Section 810—as 
with many other components of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974—was 
intended to give local government as much self-determination as possible. Entities receiving HUD 
properties, or Local Urban Homesteading Authorities (LUHAs), could be a city department, an 
independent public agency, or a non-profit housing corporation.45 LUHAs were tasked with selecting 
target neighborhoods that were showing signs of blight but not beyond salvation, and then required 
to identify specific HUD-owned properties located in those target neighborhoods.46 From there, 
LUHAs used a federally allocated pool of money to purchase those properties from HUD and 
selected homesteaders based on locally determined program criteria.  
																																																								
44 Millman, 12.  
45 Urban Homesteading Guide for Local Governments, 2nd ed., (Washington, DC: Department of Housing and Urban, 
1987), 37.  
46 “Summary Assessment,” vol. 1 in Evaluation of the Urban Homesteading Demonstration Program: Final Report, 
prepared for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (Cambridge, MA: Urban Systems 
Research & Engineering Inc, 1981), 2-3.  
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Individual cities typically funded the administration of LUHA staffing and activity using 
CDBG funds.47 Property owners could find financing on the private market, but most participants in 
the Demonstration Program were not in the financial position to do so. Instead, most cities used 
HUD’s Section 312 Rehabilitation Loan program, which provided low-interest loans to lower-
income homeowners.48 Other cities created their own financing products, and a small handful 
developed grants for the lowest income homebuyers, though these did not tend to last long. Sweat 
equity, or do-it-yourself project components, were also central to many cities’ programs, though 
some also barred this practice over concerns of workmanship quality.  
In 1975, the Department of Housing and Urban Development selected 23 of 61 applicant 
cities to participate in the initial round of the Urban Homesteading Demonstration Program. A 
second round launched in May 1977, adding 16 cities to the list of Demonstration programs. By the 
end of 1977, HUD deemed the program a success and shifted it from a “demonstration” to a fully 
operational program. By 1980, a total of 83 cities were participating in the federal program.49   
As quickly as the program was scaling up at the federal level and spreading out at the local 
level, however, it was also attracting critics. In 1978, just a few years into Philadelphia’s homesteading 
efforts, the North Philadelphia Block Development Corporation organized what they called a “walk-
in homesteading” effort. Directed at the federal program, as opposed to Philadelphia’s local 
implementation strategy, members of the organization squatted in HUD-owned properties (as well as 
staged protests at HUD’s regional office). The group of Philadelphians inspired the Association of 
Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN) into action, quickly transforming the protest 
from a local one to a national one. They advocated on behalf of more resources for low-income 																																																								
47 CDBG funds, also established by the 1974 HCDA, replaced several highly specific grant programs formerly 
administered by HUD with one larger fund. CDBG funds were dispersed either to “entitlement cities” or to 
the state, which then had the power to distribute its funds to other municipalities as needed. 
48 Originally, these were set to 4% interest for a maximum of  $33,500 and 20 years, and for homeowners 
making less than 80% the Area Median Income (AMI). Guide for Local Governments, 25.  
49 “Summary Assessment,” vol. 1 in Evaluation of the Urban Homesteading Demonstration Program: Final Report, 
prepared for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (Cambridge, MA: Urban Systems 
Research & Engineering Inc, 1981), 4.  
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homesteaders, and called homesteading out as a federally subsidized gentrification program. 
ACORN’s activism helped usher in the Community Reinvestment Act of 1977 as well as won some 
additional financial resources for homesteading programs.50 Despite their efforts, however, 
affordability standards were only widely enforced at the local level following the 1987 Housing and 
Community Development Act, which changed selection criteria for federal homesteading 
programs.51  By this point, the fervor that accompanied early homesteading programs had long since 
dissipated. 
(3.4) Assessment of the Federal Homesteading Program  
In 1976, the Department of Housing and Urban Development contracted Urban Systems 
Research and Engineering, Inc (USRE). to complete a five-year study of the Demonstration program 
cities. Their evaluation, published in 1981, concluded with a “very positive assessment of urban 
homesteading as a mechanism for encouraging home ownership, providing housing assistance to 
families, and stabilizing declining neighborhoods”.52 This evaluation, which is divided into five 
volumes, examines several parts of the program, including local administration, homesteader 
selection, property selection, and the outcomes. The final volume focused on the various building 
standards used by different cities, as well as the quality of materials and workmanship that resulted 
from contractor work and sweat equity work. Neither historic preservation nor its core philosophies 
of maintaining character, integrity, and original fabric are addressed at any point.  
The General Accountability Office (GAO) completed a report of their own in 1979. Titled 
Urban Homesteading: A Good Program Needing Improvement, it also presented generally positive findings, 
but with the caveat that HUD’s program design required tightening, as well as better reporting 
methods. GAO only studied nine cities, and determined success based on slightly different measures 																																																								
50 Marisa Chappell, “The Curious Case of Urban Homesteading,” Jacobin, 31 March 2017, accessed 4 April 
2017, https://www.jacobinmag.com/2017/03/jack-kemp-hud-acorn-public-housing/.  
51 Chandler, 149.  
52 “Summary Assessment,” vol. 1 in Evaluation of the Urban Homesteading Demonstration Program: Final Report, 
prepared for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (Cambridge, MA: Urban Systems 
Research & Engineering Inc, 1981), 4.  
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than those used by USRE. Instead of looking at the program’s execution, GAO focused on market-
based factors, including whether properties were actually being rehabilitated and re-occupied, and 
whether high-value homes were being homesteaded instead of sold.53 Again, though, the report 
discusses aesthetic successes of the program but presents no discussion of the program’s 
achievements preserving valued historic urban fabric.  
This is noteworthy in light of the language of “urban conservation” and “neighborhood 
conservation” that surrounded early discussions of urban homesteading’s potential. It is even more 
striking considering the burgeoning of federal historic preservation policy around this time. Urban 
homesteading and the National Historic Preservation Act (1966) were both responding to popular 
backlash following the widespread destruction of urban renewal projects. They both signaled a 
federal shift away from waste and demolition, towards conservation and rehabilitation. The earliest 
federal preservation incentives began in 1976, during urban homesteading’s heyday, and the federal 
Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit was launched in 1986, largely with the goal of drawing investment 
back towards otherwise undesirable historic properties in urban cores.54 Urban homesteading and 
historic tax credits represented a powerful pair of tools that incentivized the rehabilitation of entire 
neighborhoods, starting with their residential and commercial properties. 
 Despite the flurry of political, academic, and journalistic attention in the 1970s, urban 
homesteading was already falling out of the limelight by the early 1980s. This is in large part due to 
the federal program’s inherently narrow potential. Eligible properties were limited by HUD’s 
portfolio of properties; the quality of those properties; and the location of the properties in 
relationship to locally defined target neighborhoods. Although Congress originally allocated $55 
million to the federal Urban Homesteading Program between 1976-1979, HUD spent just over $18 																																																								
53 Elmer B. Staats, Urban Homesteading: A Good Program Needing Improvement, Report to the Congress of the 
United States by the Comptroller General (Washington, D.C.: General Accountability Office, 1979), 19.  
54 Technical Preservation Services, “Tax Incentives for Preserving Historic Properties,” National Park Service, 
accessed 2 March 2017, https://www.nps.gov/tps/tax-incentives.htm; see also “Historic Tax Credits,” Saving 
Places, the National Trust for Historic Preservation, accessed 2 March 2017, https://savingplaces.org/historic-
tax-credits.  
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million of that allocation. In that same time span, fewer than 3200 properties were transferred to 
local governments, 2500 homesteaders had been selected, and only 1200 families were living in 
completely renovated homes.55   
(3.5) Assessment of Local Homesteading Programs 
Section 810 became the primary mechanism through which homesteading was implemented 
throughout most parts of the country.56 For some cities in the Northeast, however, the federal 
demonstration only amounted to a small portion of the homesteads transferred to private ownership. 
Following Wilmington, Philadelphia, and other early adopters, dozens of cities enacted homestead 
programs using vacant properties on their own books in addition to those transferred from HUD’s 
property rolls. Most commonly, local ownership of vacant buildings was a product of tax foreclosure 
or other liens placed on the property. In the early years of homestead programs, some cities also 
drew on a more unique opportunity: blocks of homes that had been taken by eminent domain for 
urban renewal projects that subsequently lost funding or momentum.  
Although local programs had more flexibility in selecting properties to offer as homesteads, 
they did not fare much better than the federal urban homesteading program. Most municipal 
programs have long since disappeared or become one small part of a larger land disposition strategy. 
Unfortunately, these local programs have never been comprehensively studied, though, making it 
difficult to draw many further conclusions. Neither a history of their countrywide execution nor a 
comprehensive list of local programs exists. Rather, almost all existing literature focuses on the 
HUD-sponsored federal program. In one small attempt to remedy this imbalance, Section 5.0 of this 
thesis examines two different local implementation efforts, both from Baltimore, Maryland.  
 
																																																								
55 Staats, 3-4.  
56 Smith, 39.  
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(4.0) RESEARCH METHODS  
In order to address this thesis’ central question – what historic preservation outcomes have 
urban homesteading programs produced? – I chose to carry out simple case studies in Baltimore, 
Maryland. According to the U.S. Census, 39% of Baltimore City’s housing stock is pre-war, or 
constructed before 1940 (by this measure, it is the 15th oldest city in the country).57 Like many post-
industrial, Rust Belt cities with high proportions of pre-World War II housing stock, it struggles with 
high rates of abandonment and vacancy. Other commonalities with its Rust Belt peers include 
lingering racial and socio-economic segregation; the significant role of local philanthropic 
foundations (i.e. Baltimore’s Abell Foundation); and the growing presence of millennials choosing to 
stay in or relocate to Baltimore following graduation.  
Unlike some of its peer cities, however, Baltimore’s programmatic history of urban 
homesteading also proves instructive. Whereas the US Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD)-sponsored program has received substantial treatment by researchers (both 
professional consultants and academics), local programs have only seen limited representation in the 
literature. Baltimore City took advantage of the federal government’s Section 810 offer in a very 
limited way, but their local program was one of the most productive in the country. It produced far 
more rehabilitated units than its federal counterpart, and utilized multiple levels of spatial clustering, 
each of which functions as a natural experiment in effectiveness. With these similarities and 
differences in mind, Baltimore seemed best suited among its peers to offer transferable lessons.  
 (4.1) Archival Resources 
To complete my analysis of Baltimore’s homesteading program, I first had to identify the 
homesteaded properties. I began with the three block-wide homesteading efforts, in which the city 
transferred every single property to a homesteader. The city took this approach in the Stirling Street, 																																																								
57 Wendell Cox, “America’s Oldest Cities,” New Geography, 14 February 2013, accessed 27 April 2017, 
http://www.newgeography.com/content/003488-americas-oldest-cities.  
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Otterbein, and Barre Circle neighborhoods, all of which have been discussed in theses and 
dissertations, city reports, national and local news media, etc. As a result, identifying exactly which 
properties had been granted to homesteaders was a straightforward. In addition to these block-wide 
efforts, however, the city also homesteaded scattered site properties. This part of the program has 
not been studied by outside scholars and was not as common a subject in the local press, making for 
a much more challenging identification process.  
In order to track down these scattered site properties, I paid two visits to Baltimore. On the 
first trip, I met with staff and viewed records at the City’s Commission for Historical and 
Architectural Preservation (CHAP); met with Robert Embry, the Housing Commissioner who 
established the local program; photographed each of the three block-wide homesteading 
neighborhoods, as well as neighborhoods with significant density of potential scattered site 
properties; and visited the Baltimore City Archives. After discovering the wealth of information in 
the city records, I returned to the Archives a second time.  
I limited my archival search to Baltimore Record Group 9, related to Mayor William Donald 
Schaefer’s office, and Baltimore Record Group 48, related to the Department of Housing and 
Community Development.  Of the latter, I focused on the administrative files of the Neighborhood 
Development Division and the Home Ownership Development Division, although skimmed Project 
Area Files records as well. For both sets of records, I prioritized material from 1972 through the end 
of the decade, when the program was most active, but also skimmed records from the early 1980s in 
hopes of finding a cumulative list of homestead sites. Unfortunately, I never uncovered any such 
list.58  
At the end of this process, I confirmed that at least 325 properties were transferred to 
homesteaders. Of these, 261 were within one of the three neighborhoods and 64 were scattered sites.  
																																																								
58 Records of the Urban Homesteading program were incomplete within the files I was able to access. Further 
research on this topic would benefit from many more days of archival research. Dogged efforts to track down 
surviving staff members and missing administrative files would also be a worthwhile investment of time.  
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I identified an additional 480 sites considered eligible, and potentially offered to the public, for 
homesteading. Most accounts of Baltimore’s local program, however, mention approximately 500 
successful homesteads, suggesting that only around 200 of these 480 houses were likely to have been 
homesteaded. 
(4.2) Preservation Outcomes 
In order to minimize extraneous variables, such as local politics, economic conditions, and 
the passage of time, I elected to examine simultaneous efforts in Baltimore City rather than to 
compare Baltimore’s efforts to those in other cities (some of which, like Buffalo’s, do continue to 
this day). Despite this effort to control the data, I do not purport to undertake rigorous statistical 
analysis. The sample size, of just 325 confirmed homesteaded sites, is too small to allow for 
significant claims. Additionally, the multitude of factors influencing any single property in an urban 
environment makes it very challenging to draw precise conclusions about any one program’s impact. 
The following sections will, more simply, look at the general preservation characteristics of 
homesteaded properties as a group. No control groups have been selected for comparative analysis.  
To appeal to the existing field of preservationists, I primarily address whether or not a 
building has been listed on the local or national registers. But for the broader purpose of this thesis, 
“preservation outcomes” are defined loosely. As opposed to evaluating each homestead property by 
the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties or the selection criteria for 
the National Register of Historic Properties, the case studies that follow take a simpler approach.59 
Instead, this thesis roughly evaluates homestead properties according to measures listed below. 
The choice to use informal measures of preservation success reflects my belief that 
preservation must make itself relevant to a much broader audience than it currently captures. While 
there is a need and a role for sustained, formal, well-regulated historic preservation in every city, there 																																																								
59 The Secretary’s Standards are the federal standards for rehabilitation projects receiving Historic Rehabilitation 
Tax Credits or being carried out by the National Park Service. State and local historical commissions also use 
the Secretary’s Standards as they evaluate permits and incentives for properties on national, state, or local 
registers.  As such, they have become industry standard’s for preservation projects.  
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is incredible room for growth in less formal preservation efforts. Any government program that 
expands the ability for homeowners and property developers to affordably rehabilitate existing 
buildings not only protects a place’s historic character, it also keeps building materials out of landfills. 
When a less rigorous preservation approach is required, historic preservation can also protect 
affordability of housing stock. As sustainability and affordability take on increasingly pressing roles in 
urban and rural contexts alike, preservation has the opportunity to gain allies and, by extension, 
programmatic victories.  
 I assessed these homestead projects based loosely on the information below. The City of 
Baltimore’s real property records do not include information on occupancy or building condition, so 
these measures were largely based on visual appearance, and generalized at the neighborhood level. 
These measures were only evaluated for the block-wide homesteading projects (Stirling Street, 
Otterbein, and Barre Circle), which I was able to visit and photograph. By using geospatial analysis to 
cross-reference the location of individual addresses with local and national historic districts, I was 
able to determine the historic status of scattered sites and block-wide homestead sites alike. 
 The list of possible scattered site addresses are collected and included here in order to 
demonstrate the possible distribution and density patterns of scattered site homesteads. They may 
prove useful for later researchers. 
(4.2.1) Building Status 
Is the building extant, or has it been demolished? If demolished, is there a new building on the 
property or does it remain a vacant lot?  
A building’s status was determined based on visual appearance during site visits as well as property 
record information.   
(4.2.2) Building Occupancy 
Is the building currently occupied or is it vacant?  
Occupancy was determined based on visual appearance during site visits. 
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(4.2.3) Condition of Built Environment 
What condition is the neighborhood in? Have residents, landlords, and city agencies maintained high 
levels of investment and upkeep? This includes street, sidewalk, and green space conditions as well as 
the condition of individual properties.  
Condition of the general built environment was determined based on visual appearance during site 
visits.  
(4.2.4) Property Value  
What are the current property values in homesteading neighborhoods?  
Although the City’s property records include assessed values, I used Zillow property values, which 
allows for more easy comparison to other cities’ housing markets.  
(4.2.5) Historic Status 
Is the building listed on a local, state, or national register of historic properties? Is it individually listed 
and/or listed as contributing to an historic district? Additionally, was this building listed individually 
or as part of an historic district proper to being homesteaded? 
I used information from the National Register, CHAP, and shapefiles from Baltimore City’s open 
data website to identify historic districts.  
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(5.0) BALTIMORE CASE STUDY  
For much of the 21st century, the city of Baltimore has been synonymous with urban 
America’s greatest struggles, against poverty, violence, corruption, and drugs. David Simon’s 
massively popular television show The Wire introduced HBO-subscribers around the country to the 
city’s entrenched poverty, crumbling built environment. While the show is, of course, fictional and 
dramatized, the five seasons (2002-2008) thoughtfully examined the complex politics of a poor city’s 
power structure, much of which operates below board. Viewers of The Wire, which first aired before 
the ongoing back-to-the-city trend gained much momentum outside of New York and San Francisco 
(for much of the Rust Belt, in particular, the 2000-2010 decade recorded some of these cities’ largest 
losses), may well have based their understanding of urban poverty on this fictionalized portrayal of 
Baltimore. Though Simon painted a nuanced, complicated portrait of poverty, the show’s 
backdrop—the very much real, deteriorated neighborhoods of East and West Baltimore—is perhaps 
its longest lasting takeaway.  
 
Figure 1. Screenshot from a trailer for The Wire. Source: "The Wire Trailer (HBO)," Youtube, 18 April 2017, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDcQbk78CSw. 
Baltimore became embroiled in real-life tragedy and controversy in the spring of 2015. On 
April 12, 2015, police arrested Freddie Gray for possession of a switchblade. He died in prison one 
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week later, six days into a coma caused by spinal injuries he sustained while riding in the back of a 
police van. Peaceful protests began on April 18th, the day before Gray’s death, but turned violent in 
the days leading up to his funeral.60  For more than a week, every news channel and newspaper in the 
country was posting footage of riots destroying many of Baltimore’s already-disinvested 
neighborhoods. Sandtown-Winchester, the neighborhood where police picked up Gray, became the 
national image of Baltimore’s residential neighborhoods: boarded, burnt, and home to intractable 
violence. This did not exactly undo images long ago embedded by The Wire.  
 
Figure 2. An image accompanying a New York Times article entitled "A Portrait of the Sandtown  
Neighborhood of Baltimore" published May 3, 2015, one week after Freddie Gray's death. 
While Baltimore is left owning the deeply troubled blocks of West Baltimore, television and 
film often deny the city its claim to its most beautiful neighborhoods. One recent example, Netflix’s 
House of Cards, is particularly noteworthy. Dozens of the show’s most memorable sites and scenes are 
actually filmed in Baltimore, despite their alleged setting in Washington, D.C.61 The Underwood’s 
																																																								
60 Baynard Woods and Madhvi Pankhania, “Baltimore timeline: the year since Freddie Gray’s arrest,” The 
Baltimore Sun, 27 April 2016, accessed April 3 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/us-
news/2016/apr/27/baltimore-freddie-gray-arrest-protest-timeline.  
61 Reagan, “’House of Cards’ Filming Locations in Baltimore: The Complete Guide,” Mix 106.5 CBS Local, 
accessed 30 April 2017, http://mix1065fm.cbslocal.com/2013/03/15/house-of-cards-baltimore-filming-
locations/.  
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own home is even shot on tony Park Avenue in Baltimore, as opposed to its fictional setting on 
Capitol Hill.  
 
Figure 3. A still from the Netflix television show House of Cards, depicting the Underwoods in front of their home, 
allegedly in Capitol Hill, but actually located in Baltimore. Source: The Columbian, 18 March 2016, 
http://www.columbian.com/news/2016/mar/18/stop-treating-house-of-cards-like-its-good/. 
In fact, several of the city’s neighborhoods, most notably Federal Hill, follow the same 
narrative as Philadelphia’s Society Hill. Crowded, filthy, and deteriorated in the 1960s, rehabilitation-
minded urban renewal plans led to their complete gentrification and today’s position at the top of 
their cities’ real estate markets. Neighborhoods like Charles Village, immediately south of Johns 
Hopkins University, and Fells Point, to the east of Baltimore Harbor, also boast sterling reputations 
and gorgeous architecture to match.  
(5.1) Baltimore Today 
Urban renewal and subsequent decades of urban planning have forged two very different 
Baltimores. Downtown Baltimore’s Inner Harbor is home to a nationally acclaimed art museum, an 
aquarium, and several waterfront attractions; Camden Yards and the University of Maryland-
Baltimore’s campus are both only a few blocks from these attractions. Yet a healthy smattering of 
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strip clubs are still present in the otherwise-gentrified central business district and many of the close-
in neighborhoods, like the once-esteemed Old Town, still appear largely neglected by the city, if not 
abandoned altogether. Baltimore is at once a city full of historic and architectural landmarks 
alongside abandoned buildings; of vast institutional wealth and chronic generational poverty.  
Like many of its northeastern peers, Baltimore was once one of America’s major economic 
engines and largest cities. Although this chapter of its history has long since closed, the city’s 19th and 
early-20th century wealth can be read through the built environment around the city. The National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP, or “National Register”) certainly reflects this history. Baltimore 
boasts 77 National Register historic districts (NRHDs), 192 individually listed buildings, 24 National 
Historic Landmarks (NHLs), and one National Historic Landmark District: Mount Vernon Place 
Historic District.62 The city is also home to a National Heritage Area (NHA), the Baltimore National 
Heritage Area.   
Apart from the Baltimore NHA, all of the above National Register sites are eligible for the 
federal Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit (HRTC), subsidizing their thoughtful preservation and 
reuse. These sites are also protected from federal or federally funded actions that would cause an 
adverse impact on the historic asset, such as the construction of a highway, or an industrial park that 
received federal grants. They are therefore less likely to be demolished to make way for large urban 
renewal schemes and are more likely to attract private capital than otherwise identical neighbors, 
insulating them from the worst ravages of urban disinvestment. According to a 2014 study by the 
Preservation Green Lab, Baltimore has more National Register properties, and therefore more 
“insulated” properties than any other city in America.63 When viewed on a map, however, the 
distribution of National Register properties across the city reveals significant biases towards certain 
																																																								
62 “National Register of Historic Places listings in Baltimore,” Wikipedia, accessed 20 March 2017. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Register_of_Historic_Places_listings_in_Baltimore. 
63 Lauren Schiszik, “Equity in Historic Preservation Planning in Baltimore,” Forum, National Trust for Historic 
Preservation, 23 February 2017, (accessed 28 February, 2017) http://forum.savingplaces.org/blogs/special-
contributor/2017/02/23/equity-in-historic-preservation-planning-in-baltimore#.WLBfRHUh9kg.twitter.  
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parts of town, compounding disparities first created by the real estate market and public policy (see 
Appendix 7).  
In addition to properties listed on the National Register, 5% of Baltimore’s buildings (more 
than in Philadelphia, New York City, or San Francisco) are also subject to local oversight, in this case 
by the Commission on Historical and Architectural Preservation (CHAP).64 CHAP maintains a local 
register of historic properties, which includes 33 local historic districts and over 200 individually 
listed landmarks.65 As local landmarks, these properties are subject to much stricter regulation and 
protection than those on the National Register.  
CHAP also manages the city’s local historic tax credit, which takes two significant departures 
from the federal tax credit. Whereas the federal credit only applies to income-generating properties, 
Baltimore’s city credit can also be awarded to homeowners. Additionally, it requires that construction 
work amount to at least 25% of the property’s full cash value, encouraging investment in low-market 
areas or building stock with significant issues. The tax credit functions like an abatement, by negating 
the increased taxes generated by the improvements. Particularly when joined with the federal tax 
credit for commercial properties, this can amount to substantial savings on a project’s total 
development costs.66 This helps to even out the disparities exacerbated by the National Registers’ 
location and building-use biases.  
Mayor Kurt Schmoke authorized the tax credit in 1996, signaling a concerted effort to 
facilitate the rehabilitation of its aging housing and commercial building stock.67 Two decades later, 
however, the city still has an estimated 16,000 abandoned buildings (in addition to 14,000 vacant 
																																																								
64 Schiszik. 
65 “About CHAP,” Historical and Architectural Preservation, City of Baltimore, accessed 20 March 2017, 
http://chap.baltimorecity.gov/about-chap.   
66 “Baltimore City Tax Credit for Historic Rehabilitations and Restorations,” Historical and Architectural 
Preservation, City of Baltimore, accessed 20 March 2017, http://chap.baltimorecity.gov/tax-credits.  
67 “Baltimore City Tax Credit for Historic Rehabilitations and Restorations,” Historical and Architectural 
Preservation, City of Baltimore, accessed 20 March 2017, http://chap.baltimorecity.gov/tax-credits. 
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lots).68 Decennial population has shown steady declines, reaching a low of 620,961 at the time of the 
2010 Census, down from a 1950 high of 949,708. And despite median household income of more 
than $42,600 in 2014, poverty is high. Also according to the 2010 Census, approximately ¼ of 
Baltimore’s adults and ⅓ of the city’s children lived at or below the federal poverty line. 
Approximately 55% of the city’s households were renters, and about 55% of those renters were 
housing burdened (defined as spending more than 30% of their income on housing costs), meaning 
that in 2010, almost one-third of the city’s population were paying an outsized portion of their 
income to rent. Finally, a full 20% of Baltimore’s housing units were vacant, either by abandonment 
or seasonal and short-term vacancies.69 
(5.2) Baltimore in 1970 
 At the time of the 1970 Census’ enumeration, Baltimore City had 905,579 residents, or 
almost 285,000 more than in 2010. Nevertheless city officials, following the lead of local officials 
everywhere in the late 1960s and early 1970s, began to try and stem the growing tide of vacancy and 
abandonment. Literature on the stages of neighborhood decline was rampant and cities were trying 
everything in their toolkits to contain the spread of blight and vacancy. The prevailing policy of the 
day declared that if you could catch the first abandoned house on a block, acquire ownership, and sell 
it to a new buyer before any significant deterioration had occurred, further abandonment or panic 
sales could be avoided.  
William Donald Schaefer, four-term mayor of Baltimore from 1971 to 1987 and later two-
term governor of Maryland, made “housing and community development the priority concern of his 																																																								
68 The city defines “vacant” buildings as “an unoccupied structure that is unsafe or unfit for human habitation” 
and identifiable by open doorways, boarded windows, and/or roof failures, among other characteristics. The 
author has elected to use the term “abandoned” instead of “vacant,” so as to distinguish from vacant lots or 
buildings which are only temporarily unoccupied. The use of these terms varies and is often conflated from 
place-to-place and survey-to-survey.  “Frequently Asked Questions,” Baltimore Housing, City of Baltimore, 
accessed 10 March 2017, http://www.baltimorehousing.org/vtov_faq.  
69 Data compiled from the American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014). “Data & Demographics,” 
Department of Planning, City of Baltimore, date access 15 March 2017, 
http://planning.baltimorecity.gov/planning-data#People%20&%20Demographics.  
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administration”.70 At the request of the Mayor and City Council, the Department of Housing and 
Community Development (DHCD) performed a block-by-black vacancy survey in the winter of 
1971-1972.71 The preliminary results of this survey, published February 15, 1972, identified 5,507 
total vacant buildings, 4,550 of which were residential, 131 commercial, and the remainder either 
mixed or unknown. Almost 96% of these properties were rowhouse structures. 
 Only 39 vacant buildings were considered to be in “good condition,” while 826 were in 
“very poor” condition.72 It is likely that those in between, the buildings in “fair” and “poor” 
condition, were to be the targets of Baltimore’s various revitalization and rehabilitation attempts. 
DHCD also noted the quality of the blocks where vacant buildings were located and determined that 
a full 89% were on “poor” blocks, versus 165 on “good” blocks and 434 on “fair” blocks.73  The 
1972 memo, unfortunately, does not define any of these categories.  
DHCD completed another vacancy survey in 1973. A more detailed press release is available 
for the 1973 survey suggests that this time, more attention was paid to ownership than to condition.74  
The number of vacant buildings had shrunk by exactly 50 properties (unfortunately, the release does 
not specify what caused this change). More significantly, the release highlights that the city itself 
owned approximately 1,650 of the vacant buildings and that another 732 were scheduled for city 
acquisition and demolition. The remaining 2,700 properties concerned Mayor Schaefer the more than 
those the city itself was liable for. These properties were privately held and had legal permits to 
remain vacant, but the owners did not have any particular plans for improvement or use in the 
foreseeable future. 75   																																																								
70 “To Prevent Abandonment,” Baltimore City Archives, BRG 9-42-62. 
71 Whereas DHCD has clearly and publicly defined their definition of “vacant” for today’s usage, the author 
found no clarification of DHCD’s usage of the term in 1970. The author suspects that the city used the term 
similarly, and thus that the survey was counting long-vacant, effectively abandoned buildings, not simply those 
between rental cycles, seasonally empty, etc. Press Release, 15 February 1972, Office of the Mayor, Baltimore 
City Archives, BRG 9-42-62.   
72 ibid.  
73 ibid. 
74 News Release, 17 March 1973, Office of the Mayor, Baltimore City Archives, BRG 9-42-62, 1. 
75 ibid, 1. 
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The 1973 press release goes on to point out that approximately 300 of these vacant 
properties were located in the “outer city,” which had the greatest preponderance of “good” blocks.76 
The location of vacant houses on otherwise healthy blocks in healthy, outer ring neighborhoods, had 
led Mayor Schaefer to establish the Outer City Program in March, 1972. Through this program, they 
intended to catch blocks in the earliest stages of decline, quickly finding occupants for vacant 
properties, performing regular block inspections for code violations, and actively partnering with 
local neighborhood organizations.77 The success of these parts of the city was important for 
maintaining the city’s already weak tax base, as well as maintaining community pride and therefore 
value in the city’s leafier neighborhoods.78  
In addition to the Outer City Program, Baltimore also had an active demolition program for 
properties that were perceived to be not worth the cost of renovations. The much larger problem 
that remained, however, was what to do with the 5,000 properties located on “poor” quality blocks, 
or the 4,600 properties deemed to be in fair or poor condition. Salvageable, but by what means and 
at what cost?  
Another 1972 memo on the issue of housing abandonment in Baltimore helpfully frames the 
city’s programmatic efforts to mitigate the spread of abandonment. First and foremost, DHCD 
considered the problem to be of a manageable scale (5,500 vacant buildings, as opposed to the 
38,000 vacant dwellings in Philadelphia or 12,000 in Detroit).79 Additionally, vacant houses were 
primarily scattered across the city, as was the ownership of most rental property, meaning that no 
one slumlord determined a neighborhood’s physical conditions. As the memo’s author 
acknowledged, “Baltimore has no wastelands, not yet anyway”.80  This memo underscored the city’s 
attention to “marginal” neighborhoods, which staff defined as communities “in which physical signs 
																																																								
76 ibid. 
77 Press Release, 20 March 1972, Office of the Mayor, Baltimore City Archives, BRG 9-42-62, 2-3.  
78 ibid, 4.  
79 ibid. 
80 “Purpose,” Baltimore City Archives, BRG 9-42-62, 4.  
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of deterioration are becoming obvious throughout, in which vacant and boarded-up housing does 
not dominated any particular block, but is scattered throughout, blighting otherwise healthy and 
desirable housing stock, and in which the residents have shown a desire to remain and improve their 
community”.81  
Mayor Schaefer’s goal throughout the early 1970s was to “reverse trends toward 
abandonment in a ‘marginal neighborhood’ by implementing mechanisms for home ownership 
transfer,” which followed the national trend of promoting home ownership.82 In Baltimore, this led 
to several programs, including the immediate as-is resale for houses in good condition; the city-
executed rehabilitation and sale of houses in poor condition on healthy blocks; and, most pertinent 
to this study, the creation of the Urban Homesteading Program for the resale of properties in poor 
condition and in less healthy neighborhoods. To support homeowners participating in all of these 
programs, Robert Embry, the Housing Commissioner of the time, oversaw the establishment of a 
Home Ownership Development Division (HODD) within DHCD. Embry also realized that, as in 
cities nationwide, banks were not typically lending to property owners in neighborhoods that showed 
any sign of abandonment, among other alleged warning signs. With this in mind, he established the 
Residential Environmental Assistance Loan program (REAL loan).83  
The REAL program—a bond-backed, low-interest loan—was the first of its kind in the 
country. In the first years, REAL loans were written for a maximum of $15,350 (in 1974 dollars), 
though Embry and his successors as Housing Commissioner could approve higher amounts on a 
case-by-case basis. They carried a 6% interest rate. The maximum loan was later raised to $17,400 
with a 7% interest rate, to be repaid over a maximum 20-year term.84 Considering today’s fixed-rate, 
30-year mortgages are being serviced for just above 4% interest, these rates may not seem like an 																																																								
81 ibid, 6. 
82 ibid, 5.  
83 Mary Ellen Hayward and Charles Belfoure, The Baltimore Rowhouse (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 
2000), 179.  
84 “City of Baltimore Urban Homesteading Program: Guidelines,” Home Ownership Development Division, 
Department of Housing and Community Development, Baltimore City Archives, BRG 9-42-62, pg 5. 
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enticing offer. The average interest rate in 1974, though, was over 9%, so the government was 
offering a 3% subsidy from the very start. Interest rates on 30-year, fixed-rate mortgages rose above 
18% in 1981 before slowly beginning to creep back down over the course of the following decade.  
This local financing option joined the federally backed, and even-lower interest Section 312 
loans as a financing tool for rehabilitation. HUD’s Section 312 loans, which were established by the 
Housing Act of 1964, had interest rates of 3%, making them the preferred financing mechanism for 
most rehabbers. Because they were capped around $15,000, however, many of Baltimore’s 
homesteaders took advantage of both. Unfortunately, Section 312 loans were not a reliable source of 
financing. They were only available in federally assisted neighborhoods and were inconsistently 
funded year-to-year.85 Community Development Block Grants, which were established by the federal 
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, further added to Baltimore’s internal funding 
stream for programs like urban housing, evening out the inconsistencies created by Section 312 
allocation patterns.86 
(5.3) Homesteading in Baltimore 
Mayor Schaefer introduced the city’s first urban homesteading sites on Sunday, August 12,, 
1973, though he did not use the term “urban homesteading.” In fact, the first press release never 
gave the program any kind of name at all. The 600 block of Stirling Street was simply offered as an 
opportunity to purchase a home for $1 plus the cost of two year’s occupancy and a thorough 
rehabilitation.87 This initial announcement stated that if future owners could not be identified for 
25% or more houses on the block, the program would be discontinued and the block demolished 
																																																								
85 Paul C. Callan, “First Year of Homesteading – 1974, Baltimore Maryland,” Draft Report (Baltimore, MD: 
Research and Analysis Section, Department of Housing and Community Development, 1975), Baltimore City 
Archives, BRG 48-8-33.  
86 This act represented a major sea change in federal housing policy, in which it turned away from public 
housing and urban renewal practices in one fell swoop, refocusing efforts on creating local choice and funding 
revitalization efforts as opposed to wholesale redevelopment efforts; Chandler, 28-29. 
87 News Release, “For Release: Sunday AM’s, 12 August 1973,” Office of the Mayor, Baltimore City Archives, 
BRG 48-8-24.  
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according to original plans. Within two weeks, over 300 expressions of interest were filed for houses 
on just the one block.88  
A little over one month later, Mayor Schaefer announced the citywide Urban Homestead 
Program, through which individuals could purchase scattered site homes for $1. Requirements were 
similarly simple: a commitment of two years’ occupancy and proof that one could afford a minimum 
of $15,000 in home repairs. According to this initial press release, the city had identified 
approximately 600 houses that would be available for homesteaders to purchase.  
Scattered site and block-wide homesteading were carried out over the next several years and 
across the city, both organized in the same manner. Any U.S. citizen or legal resident over the age of 
18 who could demonstrate the financial ability to rehabilitate a given property was typically 
considered qualified. A homesteader could be a single individual or the household head of a large 
family, and of any race or gender.89  
Once the Home Ownership Development Division received a qualified application for a 
given property, they would further reduce the pool of applicants by way of in-person interviews. 
Additional criteria evaluated during these interviews included: the applicant’s health, enthusiasm, 
relevant skills (this point only helped candidates; a lack of construction experience would not detract 
from an applicant’s eligibility), age at the time of the loan’s maturation, and current housing needs. A 
slight preference was given to families, as well as those who were currently renting.90 After a final 
credit check the Housing Commissioner and staff determined who would receive homestead 
properties. Although an early memo introducing the idea to city officials stated that urban 
homesteading was intended “to serve the joint aims of encouraging the reuse of these abandoned 
																																																								
88 News Release, “For Release: Monday, September 17, 1973,” Office of the Mayor, Baltimore City Archives, 
BRG 9-42-62.   
89 “Homesteading Dollar Houses,” advertisement, Baltimore City Archives, BRG-9-42-62.  
90 Palmer S. Clark, “Homestead Applicant Evaluation,” memorandum to John R. Burns, 11 January 1974, 
Baltimore City Archives, BRG 48-8-33.  
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houses and supplying a new source of lower-income housing,” true low-income housing does not 
seem to have ever been a primary aim of the program.91  
A Home Ownership Development Division staff member was assigned to every homestead 
neighborhood or property. These staff members facilitated everything from the application process, 
to securing REAL and/or Section 312 financing, to the completion of actual rehabilitation work and 
the title transfer process. Upon acquisition of every property, HODD staff arranged an inspection 
and established a preliminary scope of work, which they used to match properties to appropriate 
parties. Furthermore, homesteaders were required to do a walkthrough of a specific property with an 
HODD staff member before their application was fully processed92. All of these steps helped to 
ensure communication, transparency, and support for individuals carrying out a homesteading 
project.  
Once they had signed agreements with the city, homesteaders had six months to bring the 
unit up to minimum standards for occupation (a less rigorous undertaking than bringing the units 
fully up to code). These minimum standards included the presence of a fully operational bathroom, a 
functioning electrical system, operational windows, the replacement of rotted structural components, 
and the repair of any broken steps, interior or exterior.93 Homesteaders then had 18 more months to 
bring the property up to code, as well as to meet any additional standards imposed by the relevant 
design guidelines. 
Baltimore carried out three comprehensive homesteading projects: Stirling Street, Otterbein, 
and Barre Circle. In each of these three neighborhoods, every salvageable, extant home was offered 
up to homesteaders. The city was able to do this due to various failed or stalled urban renewal 
projects. In each case, the city had already gone through the process of taking the properties by 
																																																								
91 John N Snell, “Urban Homesteading Program,” memorandum, 17 September 1973, Baltimore City Archives, 
BRG 48-8-24.  
92 “City of Baltimore Urban Homesteading Program: Guidelines,” 4.  
93 “Minimum Standards for Homestead Properties,” memorandum, Division of Neighborhood Development, 
3 January 1974, Baltimore City Archives, BRG 48-8-29.  
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eminent domain before the project fell through, leaving them with entire blocks of vacant homes. 
Baltimore also sold 13 “Civil War Era [sic]” houses to eight homesteaders on South Durham Street; 
the specific addresses of these properties could not be verified, however, so they are not included in 
the below analyses of confirmed homestead sites.94 
In addition to these block-wide efforts, Baltimore sold potentially several hundred scattered 
site properties to hopeful homesteaders. Some of these were densely clustered in neighborhoods like 
Ridgely’s Delight, SECO, and Reservoir Hill. Others were alone on their block, or one of a sprinkling 
within a neighborhood. A final list of these homestead sites was never uncovered, but the location of 
57 were confirmed, and hundreds more potential sites were identified in inter- and intra-agency 
memoranda.  
Despite the similarities in program design and administration, the experiences of scattered 
site and block-wide homesteaders did diverge significantly. The three block-wide homesteading 
efforts and the scattered site program are each discussed in greater detail, below.  
(5.3.1) Stirling Street 
 The very first of the city’s urban homesteads were located on the 600 block of Stirling Street 
in the Old Town neighborhood. The 600-block of Stirling Street was home to tiny rowhouses, each 
just 12-feet wide and two-and-one-half stories tall, two rooms deep and with a half-story attic.95 By 
the 1970s, the houses, long subject to absentee landlords and disinvestment, had begun to resemble a 
slum. Even the street’s own residents reportedly wanted them demolished, and renewal plans called 
for high-rise public housing towers to replace the rowhouses. 
What to do with the block became the subject of much debate. Preservationists lobbied for 
their survival, not least because they represented one of the most intact early-19th century 																																																								
94 Miscellaneous memorandum, Baltimore City Archives, BRG 9-42-91.  
95 “Stirling Street,” Commission for Historical and Architectural Preservation, City of Baltimore, accessed 8 
January 2017, http://chap.baltimorecity.gov/stirling-street; see also Emily Lieb, “Row House City: Unbuilding 
Residential Baltimore, 1940-1980,” (PhD. Diss, Columbia, 2010), 288, 
https://proxy.library.upenn.edu/login?url=http://search.proquest.com/docview/749877285?accountid=1470
7.  
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streetscapes still standing in Baltimore. They were joined by State Senator Julian Lapides, who threw 
his political power behind the fight to saving Stirling Street, calling it “one of the most charming 
streets in East Baltimore, which…could easily and attractively be restored into one-family units”.96 
The neighborhood’s City Councilor Robert Douglass also became involved, but on the behalf of 
those area residents who wished to see the block demolished, in part citing the incorrect idea that the 
houses were once slave dwellings.97  
 
Figure 4. Historic photograph of Stirling Street showing the block's iconic view of the downtown skyline.  
Source: Arthur Rothstein, Row Houses. Baltimore, Maryland, April 1939, Library of Congress, 
www.loc.gov/resource/fsa.8b17624. 
The entire neighborhood became subject to a (since-failed) large-scale urban renewal project, 
which included the development of a pedestrian shopping mall, a significant amount of surface 
																																																								
96 Julian L Lapides, letter to Robert C. Embry, 13 May 1969, Baltimore Commission on Historical and 
Architectural Preservation, flat files, “Stirling Street.” 
97 Robert L Douglass, letter to Robert C. Embry, 5 December 1959, Baltimore Commission on Historical and 
Architectural Preservation, flat files, “Stirling Street.” 
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parking, and new high-rise housing towers.98 At the start of 1973, however, the Nixon administration 
introduced a moratorium on the new construction of publicly subsidized housing, effectively 
eliminating the possibility of redevelopment.99 The city no longer had a way to afford the 
replacement plan, and so the rowhouses, constructed between 1820 and 1832, survived to see 
another century.100  
Commissioner Embry, Mayor Schaefer and others determined to use the block as an 
experiment in urban homesteading. As mentioned above, the city determined that it would only 
move forward with urban homesteading if interested homesteaders could be found for at least 75% 
of the properties. They were quickly convinced that sufficient demand existed. By the closing date 
for applications, interested parties had submitted 63 official applications for 42 possible properties.  
In total, 25 homesteaders were selected, with 18 of them receiving two adjacent houses 
which they would then combine into one home, and the remaining 6 receiving a single unit.101 Final 
arrangements and contracts of sale were completed in winter of 1974 and by the time of the first 
annual report’s writing in early 1975, at least 13 out of 25 homesteaders had secured financing. On 
average, rehabilitations were estimated to cost $27,700 and homesteaders were granted $26,400 in 
financing.102 Due to its location in an urban renewal area, Stirling Street properties were eligible for 
both REAL and Section 312 loans, and many property owners took advantage of both.103 
The program’s successful start led to rapid national acclaim and within just a few months, 
Mayor Schaefer had received dozens of letters from mayors and housing officials from every corner 																																																								
98 Despite the persistent name, the vast majority of 18th- and 19th-century Old Town fabric has been 
demolished, and only some of it replaced. Stirling Street and the adjacent commercial block of Old Town Mall 
(formerly Gay Street) are about all that remain, and Old Town Mall is almost entirely abandoned and boarded. 
99 Richard P. Davis, “Urban Homesteading,” in Baltimore: A Living Renaissance, ed. Lenora Heilig Nast et al 
(Baltimore, MD: Historic Baltimore Society, 1982), 19.  
100 “Stirling Street Shines,” pamphlet, Baltimore Commission on Historical and Architectural Preservation, flat 
files, “Stirling Street.”  
101 Robert Embry in a letter to Mayor Schaefer, as quoted in Jennifer A. Gerdom, “Baltimore’s Brick Walls: An 
Observation of Baltimore’s Dollar House Program,” (masters thesis, Ball State, 2015), 73, 
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/200080.   
102 First Year of Homesteading in Baltimore, Maryland (1974), draft report, Department of Housing and Community 
Development, March 1975, Baltimore City Archives, BRG 48-8-33, 14. 
103 ibid.  
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of the country. But it should not be forgotten that homesteaders also faced a number of pitfalls.104 By 
the end of construction efforts on Stirling Street, which took many years to complete, two of the 
original homesteading parties dropped out and had to be replaced.105 Additionally, whereas the city 
originally estimated that rehabilitation would cost around $15,000 plus an additional $10,000 of labor 
contributed in the form of sweat equity, many homesteaders ultimately invested almost $40,000 into 
their properties.106 One final setback proved almost devastating to the entire endeavor. In July of 
1974, a fire tore through six of the original houses, nearly gutting them and wiping out all work that 
had already taken place.107 
The city also had to regularly prod several homeowners to perform quicker or better work, 
at considerable expense of staff time. Skimming through DHCD records, it is clear that (in all 
neighborhoods), several homesteaders operated behind schedule, while others produced work that 
did not adequately satisfy housing codes. Staff also had to ensure that the façade restorations were 
happening according to the agreed upon design guidelines, although these became a lesser priority 
for DHCD inspectors as the years wore on. Extensions were granted for both the completion of 
rehabilitation work itself as well as the start of repayment on homesteaders’ REAL loans, but these 
also added administrative burdens.108 Despite all of these challenges, work persisted on Stirling Street, 
finally wrapping up in the late 1970s.  
Even though the isolated Stirling Street block featured a built-in social network, the 
neighbors quickly organized a more formal community group, Stirling Street Neighbors, Inc., which 
was led by Ian Jewitt. This group enabled mutual enforcement of rehabilitation standards, cost 																																																								
104 See Baltimore City Archives, subject files, Mayor’s Office, Mayor William Donald Schaefer, BRG 9-42-62 
and others.  
105 Davis, 21-22.  
106 Mary E Seltzer, “Turning Abandoned Homes Into Livable Dwellings: Six Hundred Houses Up For One 
Dollar,” Jewish Times, 23 November 1973, Baltimore City Archives, BRG 9-42-208; Joan Jacobson, “A Decade 
Later: Stirling Street Today, Dollar Houses, Debates Recalled,” The Evening Sun, Baltimore Commission on 
Historical and Architectural Preservation, subject files, “Stirling Street.” 
107 “Fire Ruins 6 Historic City Homes,” The News American, 15 July 1974, 1, Baltimore Commission on 
Historical and Architectural Preservation, subject files, “Stirling Street.” 
108 Correspondence and memos, Baltimore City Archives, subject files, Department of Housing and 
Community Development: Project Area Files, BRG 48-34-4.  
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sharing of tools and supplies, help with physical labor, and, of course, parties at the end of a long 
week.109 The block became a frequent stop on the city’s various urban housing and rehabilitation 
tours, intended to lure both homeowners and investors back into the city.  
The Stirling Street neighborhood became a local historic district on November 30th, 1979, 
just a few years after homesteading began.110 Although the Commission on Historical and 
Architectural Preservation (CHAP) had been at least moderately involved from the beginning of the 
project, they more closely monitored alterations and exterior conditions on the Stirling Street homes 
following the adoption of this ordinance. They were consulted on project details, but they also 
recorded the process from start to finish. Materials on-file at CHAP include hundreds of 
photographs, staff notes, and local newspaper articles documenting work on the block. To complete 
the appearance of a comprehensively restored 19th-century landscape, the city installed a cobblestone 
street, brick sidewalks, and historicized lamp posts; it is unclear if this was encouraged by CHAP or 
implemented by the city independently.111  
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Figure 5. Stirling Street streetscape, looking northeast up the block. Source: author, March 2017. 
Ten years after the Stirling Street houses were first assigned, over half of the original 
homesteaders still lived on the block. A newspaper feature from the mid-1980s portrays the 
remaining homesteaders as mostly happy homeowners, still well connected with those that had left 
for other parts of the city or country. It also reported that those who had sold their houses in the 
intervening years had profited, though one is quoted saying that the constant threat of crime 
ultimately pushed him out and into the ritzier Federal Hill neighborhood. While the block itself may 
have been a reprieve from the city’s greatest challenges, Stirling Street’s isolation made it as much a 
target as it did protect it.  
A visit to Stirling Street today comes as somewhat of a surprise. Overall, it still looks like a 
fairly intact, historic block; the houses are occupied and the cobblestone block appears generally well 
maintained. The passage of time, however, is clearly visible. In particular, several units on the 
southwestern side of Stirling Street show signs of water damage, settling, and shoddy re-pointing. 
These same units are also in need of fresh paint, window repairs, and new cladding on the dormers.  
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Figure 6. 616-618 Stirling Street. A pair of rowhouses that were combined during the homesteading process, now 
showing signs of deferred maintenance. Source: author, March 2017. 
More surprising than the state of some of the homes, however, is the condition of the blocks 
that surround the 600 block of Stirling. Most notably, Old Town Mall (once the Gay Street 
commercial corridor) is almost entirely shuttered and several buildings show signs of serious 
deterioration and decay. The outdoor mall’s parking lots are overgrown, and a full city block of 
vacancy stretches between Stirling Street and the next occupied block to the southwest. Although 
Stirling Street does still frame an iconic view of the city skyline, it also frames this vacant expanse.  It 
is clear that while the urban homesteading experiment was successful in bringing residents and 
stability back to historic Stirling Street, it did not trigger reinvestment in the surrounding areas, 
residential or otherwise.  
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Figure 7. Deteriorated storefronts along Old Town Mall. Source: author, March 2017. 
The block’s separation from other viable neighborhoods has taken a toll on the houses 
property’s values. Even with the block’s 15-minute walking distance to city offices on East Fayette 
Street and 20-minute walking distance to the Inner Harbor waterfront, Stirling Street fails to compete 
with Baltimore’s high-market neighborhoods. As of late March 2017, Zillow estimates value the 
houses between $109,000 and the low $200,000s; one outlier is valued at $284,000. It appears that 
Stirling Street has, ultimately, achieved one of the program’s long-forgotten goals, to create 
affordable ownership opportunities. What Stirling Street residents lack, though, are the vibrant 
components of urban living: bustling commercial corridors, a well-networked circulation system, and 
a lot of neighbors.  
(5.3.2) Otterbein 
The Otterbein neighborhood, located just north of Federal Hill, was the next target for 
block-wide urban homesteading. Initially, the homestead area was bound by Barre Street to the 
north, Hughes to the south, Sharp to the west, and Hanover to the east, but a handful of properties 
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on the 700 blocks of South Sharp and South Hanover Streets as well as at least one property on West 
York Street were added.112 A total of 107 houses were homesteaded in Otterbein, one part of the 
much larger, 240-acre Inner Harbor West Urban Renewal Area. These projects were components of 
the Inner Harbor West Residential Development Plan, which was designed to attract residents back 
to downtown neighborhoods.113 Otterbein is the most successful of Baltimore’s homesteading 
projects, likely thanks to this very central location. 
Although the Otterbein homesteads were also from the early- and mid-19th century, they are 
much larger than their Stirling Street counterparts. The diversity of the neighborhood’s earliest 
residents—which included merchants, tradespeople, and bankers among others—is reflected in the 
wide variety of architectural styles, level of ornament, and even size of the different houses.114 
Though the majority of houses in the area are three-story buildings, smaller, two-story houses are 
found sprinkled throughout, particularly along Welcome Alley. Similarly, Federal and Greek Revival 
styles dominate, but other Victorian-era details can be found around the neighborhood. Within this 
heterogeneity, however, there are several common features. All of the extant historic buildings are of 
solid brick construction and feature flat facades, with no bay windows or porches.   
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Figure 8. The 100 block of West Lee Street, a great example of the diversity of housing styles present in Otterbein. An 
alley at the far right of the photo leads to one of many park spaces within the neighborhood. Source: author, March 2017. 
As with the 600 block of Stirling Street, the Otterbein blocks were originally destined to be 
demolished. They too were saved in part by the Nixon administration’s revocation of federal money 
for new housing projects and in part by public interest in preservation.115 Following the instant 
popularity of the Stirling Street homesteading opportunities and the success of private developers in 
Federal Hill, the public had warmed to the idea of preservation in Baltimore’s residential 
neighborhoods.116 Jane Shipley, a staff member in the Home Ownership Development Division 
(HODD) seems to have been the first to suggest the idea that Otterbein also be made available for 
homesteading; at the very least, she was a primary advocate of the idea within DHCD.117 
Otterbein’s homesteading program differed substantially from Stirling Street’s. First and 
foremost was its role within the larger Inner Harbor West redevelopment, which was comprehensive 
in scope and incorporated many stakeholders. Among other components, this plan included an 																																																								
115 Lieb, 292. 
116 Otterbein Homestead Area: Guidelines for Exterior Restoration, 5. 
117 Davis, 21; personal conversation with Robert Embry, 9 March 2017. 
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entirely updated circulation plan for the largely residential Otterbein blocks. Thru vehicular traffic 
was minimized, some street segments were converted into pedestrian plazas, and a new focus on 
public green space changed the balance of public and private space.118  
Additionally, while the city kept demolition within the homestead blocks to a minimum, a 
number of infill houses were constructed and some formerly industrial buildings were converted into 
multi-family housing. The infill units served to unify the street fabric and create new housing 
opportunities while respecting the historic structures (without mimicking them entirely). In order to 
facilitate the entire redevelopment process, Charles Center Inner Harbor Management, Inc, the 
organization leading the Inner Harbor West renewal project, partnered with DHCD to produce very 
detailed design guidelines for the historic structures, infill housing, landscaping, and even energy 
conservation measures.119 
 
Figure 9. Design guidelines illustration showing planned spatial hierarchy following Otterbein's renewal. Source: 
Otterbein Homestead Area: Guidelines for Exterior Restoration (Baltimore: LAND DESIGN/RESEARCH, INC., c1976), 10. 
By winter of 1975, city officials had agreed that Otterbein would be homesteaded and 
DHCD was proceeding with a plan to clean and seal the homestead sites.120 By late April, Charles 
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120 Roger M Windsor, “Inner Harbor West Homesteading Project – Certification of Buildings for Physical 
Safety,” memorandum to Ottavio F Grande, 11 February 1975, Baltimore City Archives, BRG 48-8-33. 
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Center Inner Harbor Management, Inc. and HODD had carefully delineated responsibilities.121 The 
city clearly made the correct decision to go ahead with a second round of homesteading. 
Approximately 3,000 people came to the homesteading project’s open house in May 1975 and 800 
applications were submitted for the 104 original properties.122 This is particularly noteworthy 
considering the much larger undertaking represented by the Otterbein homes than their 
predecessors. Whereas the scopes of work for Stirling Street were estimated to cost around $26,000 
(and some significantly surpassed this once all was said and done), the average in Otterbein was 
$35,000 from the start.123 
Despite Otterbein’s immense initial popularity, this neighborhood also struggled to retain 
homesteaders. As with their Stirling Street predecessors, Otterbein homesteaders dealt with regular 
crime, constant construction, rodents, and isolation from the rest of the city. One homesteader, 
reflecting on the experience several decades later, remembers it feeling like a “living in a war 
zone…there was nothing but shells of houses and no street lighting”.124 The rehabilitation work was 
hard too, as many owners were effectively rebuilding their house from the ground up. Qualified 
contractors, and particularly those skilled enough in the trades to meet the high standards set by the 
Otterbein Homestead Area design guidelines, were hard to find.125  
Skimming DHCD records, it becomes clear that many people dropped out of the program 
in the first year. Furthermore, it seems that as urban homesteading became less newsworthy, it 
became harder to find replacements. Although this was less true of the block-wide homesteading 
efforts than of their scattered site counterparts, several Otterbein houses went through multiple 
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iterations of homesteaders.126 Because of this, it is hard to pin down exactly which homes were 
successfully homesteaded, and by whom, but up to 107 properties likely completed the program. 
Otterbein has nevertheless become a highly successful neighborhood and a valuable 
Baltimore asset. Otterbein officially became a local historic district on December 1, 1983 (though 
CHAP was involved with the development and implementation of design guidelines from the 
beginning) and 78 of the homesteads are located within this district.127 The neighborhood, somewhat 
surprisingly, is not yet a National Register Historic District; National Register staff originally found 
there to be too many alterations to the neighborhood’s historic fabric. The city’s preservation staff 
now thinks that it is eligible for the NRHP on the grounds of its national history as an urban 
homesteading site, above and beyond its architectural pedigree.128  
 
Figure 10. The 500 block of South Hanover Street, an example of typical infill around the edges of the Otterbein 
homesteading blocks. Source: author, 2017. 
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The buildings and public spaces alike remain very well maintained, and despite the amount 
of new construction and renewal-era alteration, the neighborhood more or less retains its historic 
streetscape and character. Moreover, housing values are quite high. As of late March 2017, Zillow 
estimated the lowest values in the $200,000s, the majority ranging from $300-600,000, and the 
highest valued properties at over $1,000,000. Unlike the Stirling Street homesteads, Otterbein is close 
to similarly high-valued properties and successful commercial districts, and has almost no vacancy. 
(5.3.3) Barre Circle 
Barre Circle was the final block-wide homesteading project pursued in Baltimore. With a 
total of 129 homestead properties, it was also the largest, making it potentially the largest urban 
homesteading project in the country. Like those before, the Barre Circle houses were also 
condemned and acquired by the city for an urban renewal project. Instead of new housing 
development, however, these blocks were originally destined to make way for a planned leg of the 3A 
Expressway, the Fremont Avenue Boulevard. Eventually the city and state changed course, and the 
city opted to widen what is now Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard, allowing for most of the houses 
to remain intact.129 Early estimates for rehabilitation costs hovered around $20,000 for the houses, 
most of which had been vacated for several years following eminent domain efforts for the 
Expressway.130  
Located within the larger area of Pigtown in southwest Baltimore, the Barre Circle 
homestead area principally comprised the 800 block of West Lombard, the 100 and 200 blocks of 
Scott, the 700 block of McHenry, and the 1000 block of West Barre Streets.131 Lesser discussed, 
however, is the original concept, which included three phases, all under the umbrella of the Fremont 
Urban Renewal Area Project.132  Later phases of the Barre Circle effort were planned to include the 																																																								
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700 blocks of Dover, Ryan, and West Pratt Streets as well as the 800 block of Lemmon Street, but it 
these were not completed. Most references to Barre Circle cite between 125 and 150 homestead 
properties, though the full execution of the plan would have brought the total to nearly 200 sites.133  
The first phase of houses were made available to the public in April 1976. 134 Various 
undated materials in DHCD records allude to the start of Phase Three occurring in April of what 
was most likely 1978; language in these documents also suggests that Phases One and Two 
comprised 90 total houses, some of which were about to become permanently occupied by their 
homesteaders.135  
Barre Circle houses bear more in common with those in Otterbein than to those on Stirling 
Street. The blocks are similarly dominated by pre-Civil War houses built primarily in the Federal and 
Greek Revival styles, but are even more varied in size, ranging from 10-to-20 feet wide, 30-to-40 feet 
deep, and 2-to-3 stories in height.136 The primary difference between the two neighborhoods is the 
character of the public space. Whereas the Otterbein project featured a large number of site design 
interventions that created intimate pedestrian and public spaces throughout every block, Barre Circle 
maintains a more traditional rowhouse block design, with larger parks in the place of demolished 
rowhouses. An intimate feeling pervades regardless, thanks to dead ends along the eastern boundary 
of the neighborhood, created in the process of widening Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard. 
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Figure 11. Intersection-turned-curve of West Barre and McHenry Streets; Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard 
passes of to the far right of the image, separated from the residences by a green space. Source: author, March 2017. 
The same firm that designed Otterbein’s design guidelines, LAND DESIGN/RESEARCH, 
Inc., prepared the guidelines, designed Barre Circle’s, but instead of working with the project’s urban 
renewal corporation (Charles Center Inner Harbor Management, Inc.), they worked with the 
neighborhood’s existing and future residents directly. The outcome was similar, but the process 
revealed an increasing attention to community engagement and inclusion. This shift towards valuing 
resident participation is made explicit in the text of the introduction, and was effectively codified by 
the creation of an architectural review committee that included local homesteaders.137 Throughout 
the homesteading period, there were at least two local committees associated with overseeing 
planning decisions: the Barre Circle Improvement Association and the Barre Circle Board.138 
The most noteworthy variation in the guidelines themselves is the significant portion of the 
book dedicated to environmental considerations, which goes into great length about pollution, air 
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circulation, solar radiation, and even meteorological cycles.139 This can likely be attributed to the 
period’s increased attention to issues of environmental sustainability, and shows a significant 
departure from the early implementation of design guidelines on Stirling Street, which were 
principally pre-occupied with recreating an historic streetscape. This focus appears ahead of its time 
even today, 40 years later, as historical commissions are consistently still valuing historical integrity 
and aesthetics over long-term sustainability, and the federal government weighs disbanding the 
Environmental Protection Agency.   
 
Figure 12. Illustration from Barre Circle design guidelines. Source: Guidelines for Barre Circle Homestead Area  
 (Baltimore: LAND DESIGN/RESEARCH, INC.), 4.02h. 
Department of Housing and Community Development records indicate that, as with the 
Otterbein and Stirling Street projects, there were challenges associated with the timeliness of repairs, 
the payment process, and the caliber of contractors’ work.140 Over the years, HODD made 
particularly concerted efforts to improve on this last issue, the quantity and quality of contractors 
working on the homestead projects. In the early years, there were very few contractors willing to take 
on projects in the “inner city,” but the number grew steadily as the increasing opportunities for safe, 
legitimate work became apparent. During the Otterbein and Barre Circle years, DHCD staff began to 
take an active role in smoothing over conflict between residents and contractors, most frequently by 																																																								
139 Guidelines for Barre Circle, 4.01-4.05b. 
140 Baltimore City Archives, subject files, Department of Housing and Community Development, Project Area 
Files, BRG 48-34.  
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mediating meetings between the two groups.141 The city was also deliberate in developing minority 
involvement in the Barre Circle, ensuring that the economic benefits were being distributed to city 
residents as well as to contractors travelling in from the suburbs.142  
Attrition of homesteaders—whether due to financing, loss of interest, or other personal 
matters—remained a problem in Barre Circle. In the fall of 1978, there were active searches for new 
homesteaders, though HODD only returned to applicants who had been bypassed in previous 
application periods. This was not a universally preferred approach, though; anxious to have their 
neighboring properties re-occupied, some of the homesteaders wondered if it would be better to find 
developers to rehabilitate houses than future owner-occupants.143 Despite these challenges, at least 
129 Barre Circle houses had been successfully homesteaded by the mid 1980s.  
The Maryland Historical Trust determined the neighborhood to be eligible for listing on the 
National Register of Historic Places in January of 1977 (at which point it was still considered to be in 
“deteriorated” condition). It was officially listed on January 10, 1983.144 Although the homesteading 
project is mentioned briefly in the general description, it is not considered to contribute to the 
district’s significance. Instead, the nomination argues that “Barre Circle is unusual in the consistently 
unpretentious character of its architecture, which reflects the historic social homogeneity of the area; 
whereas other rowhouse neighborhoods housed a mixture of white- and blue-collar workers, the 
managerial class—and their more elaborate dwellings—were, and are, conspicuously absent from 
Barre Circle”.145 Despite its slightly more humble architecture, Barre Circle’s lack of infill 
construction contributed to its National Register eligibility over Otterbein’s. Barre Circle, on the 																																																								
141 Roger Windsor, “Homesteading Contractors’ Meeting 3/27/78,” memorandum to Deputy Commissioner 
John McCauley, 30 March 1978, Baltimore City Archives, BRG 48-18-1.  
142 Fall 1975 memos between Roger Windsor and John R. Burleigh, director of Economic Opportunity for the 
city of Baltimore, Baltimore City Archives, BRG 48-8-33.  
143 Roger M Windsor, “Barre Circle – Priority Offering,” memorandum to Commissioner Brodie, Baltimore 
City Archives, BRG 48-34-2; Clara Fenwick.  
144 Kathleen Gold, “Barre Circle Historic District,” National Register of Historic Places nomination form, prepared 
July 1982, Maryland Inventory of Historic Properties (Number B-3701), 
https://mht.maryland.gov/secure/medusa/PDF/Baltimore%20City/B-3701.pdf.  
145 ibid, Section 8. 
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other hand, is not yet a local historic district, meaning that is more vulnerable to contemporary 
redevelopment. 
 
Figure 13. Houses along the 800 block of West Lombard, the northern edge of Barre Circle homesteads. 
Source: author, March 2017. 
 Four decades after the launch of urban homesteading in Barre Circle, the neighborhood 
remains in excellent condition. Without the more obvious historical references present on Stirling 
Street (Belgian block, brick, and antique-styled lampposts) and in Otterbein (several historic markers 
and monuments), it passes as simply another nice rowhouse neighborhood in Baltimore; there is 
nothing to visually connect its present day character with the homesteading enterprise. In late March 
2017, Zillow-estimated property values hovered between the high $100,000s and mid $300,000s. 
These numbers reflect higher market values than the isolated Stirling Street homes but much lower 
values than the fashionable homes in the very centrally located Otterbein neighborhood.  
(5.3.4) Scattered Site Homesteading  
The above-discussed block homesteading efforts constitute 261 of Baltimore’s successful 
homesteads. The identity of the rest of Baltimore’s homesteads are harder to confirm, but if the oft-
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reported total of approximately 500 homes is to be trusted, then around 250 homesteaders 
rehabilitated scattered sites between 1973 and the mid 1980s.146 These scattered site houses followed 
the new national model for subsidized housing, in which efforts to reduce vacancy and deconcentrate 
public housing residents led to the rehabilitation and reoccupation of existing, city-owned housing 
stock.147 These properties typically ended up in municipal ownership by way of tax foreclosure, and 
thus were not necessarily concentrated in any one location (hence “scattered site”).  
At the time of the urban homesteading program’s announcement, DHCD had determined 
that approximately 600 such houses were good matches for urban homesteading and would be made 
available for that purpose.148 Many more properties were added over the years, but a single list of 
every homestead-eligible property was not uncovered during the research for this paper. (Nor, it 
should be re-stated, was a definitive list of successfully homesteaded properties). Research confirmed 
the location of just 64 scattered site properties that were definitely homesteaded, though it is clear 
that many more properties went through the process. With this in mind, much of what follows is a 
general assessment of the potential scattered homestead sites and the neighborhoods that benefited 
from particularly dense concentrations of scattered sites.  
The scattered site program followed immediately in the footsteps of the Stirling Street 
project, and by October 1974, 59 scattered sites were in the midst of signing a contract with the city, 
with locations across neighborhoods of east and west Baltimore.149 While scattered sites were not 
homesteaded as part of a block-wide effort, DHCD did make an effort to concentrate efforts in 
several areas that were deemed to have particularly good prospects for making a comeback.  These 																																																								
146 This number—500—appears regularly, in Mayoral correspondence, press releases, and newspaper articles, 
beginning in the early 1980s.  
147 As public housing towers fell out of favor, many cities experimented with the distribution of public housing 
residents in this pattern. Baltimore and others rehabilitated rowhouses that they had come to own by way of tax 
foreclosure or unfinished urban renewal projects and then leased them to low-income tenants.  It eventually 
became apparent, however, that the maintenance costs of so many disparate and distant housing units were too 
high for either city’s housing authority. This occasionally led to further abandonment, this time by the cities’ 
own public agencies. Conversation with Robery Embry, 9 March 2017. 
148 Robert Embry, letter to the Baltimore Board of Estimates, 10 September 1973, Baltimore City Archives, 
BRG 48-8-24.  
149 “$1 Home Program Slowed,” The Sun, 27 October 1974, Baltimore City Archives, BRG 48-8-33.  
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neighborhoods included Ridgely’s Delight, Poppleton, Washington Hill, Reservoir Hill, SECO 
(named after the very active umbrella group, South East Community Organizations), and Johnston 
Square, among others. By the end of the first year, clusters were particularly strong in Ridgely’s 
Delight and the SECO neighborhoods, where 13 and 16 properties had been awarded respectively.150  
Figure 14. Ridgely's Delight. While individual addresses were not identified, reports from the early years of the urban 
homesteading program indicate that Ridgely's Delight was a city target for scattered site homesteads. 
Source: author, March 2017. 	
Both Robert Embry and his successor, Commissioner M. Jay Brodie, deemed clustering to 
be a fundamental feature of homesteading’s success. This helped to create a built-in support network, 
but also insulated the homesteaders’ investments in their properties by ensuring a modicum of 
responsible, invested owner-occupants.151 Outside of these highest-density clusters, scattered sites 
were intentionally located on blocks that only had one or two vacancies, and where DHCD officials 
deemed the investment worthwhile.  
																																																								
150 Callan, 5.  
151 Gerdom, 54-55.  
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This latter group of homesteaders truly was scattered across the city. They did not have the 
same support network of immediate neighbors many of their peers benefited from, but they did 
attempt to approximate that group solidarity. In the summer of 1976, scattered site homesteaders 
began compiling their own newsletter, which they hoped would include everything from articles 
about rehabilitation tricks, to complaints about the process, updates from HODD staff, and even 
baby announcements. The Home Ownership Development Division dedicated staff time to facilitate 
this effort.152  
Additionally, whereas the block-wide homesteading efforts intentionally and successfully 
brought middle-class suburbanites (albeit adventurous ones) back to the city, the scattered site 
program was far more likely to attract current residents of Baltimore. Whereas only half of Stirling 
Street’s 25 homesteaders came from within city limits, and many of those from suburb-like 
neighborhoods in northern Baltimore, 69 of the first 80 scattered site homesteaders were already 
living in and around central Baltimore. 153 So, while they may have had a less-proximate network of 
peer homesteaders, they may have had far more helping hands in the form of friends and family 
living nearby.  
By the end of the first year, 80 scattered site homesteaders were working towards signing a 
contract with the city or already begin rehabilitation work on their new homes.154 By the end of the 
second year, there were a total of 87 scattered site homesteaders with work underway.155 The actual 
properties assigned tended to be of a slightly higher value and require (sometimes substantially) less 
rehabilitation. Thus, while the scattered site properties were not eligible for the low-interest Section 
312 loans, original rehabilitation cost estimates were almost half of estimated costs for Stirling Street. 
																																																								
152 Although multiple references to this newsletter were uncovered, no actual copies turned up during archival 
research. Roger M. Windsor, “Homesteaders’ Newsletter,” memorandum, 28 June 1976, Baltimore City 
Archives, BRG 48-8-33. 
153 Callan, 17-18.  
154 Callan,1. 
155 Second Annual Report, as cited in Gerdon.  
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Many of the first scattered site homesteaders to acquire funding did not even borrow the full amount 
of the city’s REAL loan.156 
The first-year report goes through a series of additional analyses that suggest other 
significant differences between the Stirling Street homesteaders and scattered site homesteaders. The 
latter were poorer, more likely to be black, and more likely to be head of a family household as 
opposed to a single. 157 Additionally, while there was a higher attrition rate (22, or just over one-fifth) 
of scattered site homesteaders than Stirling Street homesteaders (2, or less than one-tenth), almost 
two-thirds of those that dropped out were white, and a full third were single white men, again 
suggesting that existing social networks may have contributed substantially to the success rate among 
scattered site homesteaders.158  
Due to the geographically disparate nature of this version of homesteading, it is harder to 
make any specific claims about the types of sites that DHCD selected. From neighborhood to 
neighborhood, the specifics of size and style likely varied substantially. It is safer to say, however, that 
they reflected a spectrum of Baltimore’s vernacular rowhouses: two-and-three-story brick housing 
constructed between the mid-19th century and early-20th century.  
Even without comprehensive neighborhood planning going on around this subset of 
homesteaders, DHCD ensured that rehabilitations in most neighborhoods subscribed to their office’s 
“Design Guide – Exterior Residential Rehabilitation,” in addition to Baltimore’s housing and 
building codes.159 Though it is impossible to draw too close a correlation between the efficacy of 
homesteading, and these guidelines—the city was investing in substantial housing rehabilitation, 
neighborhood amenity, and city service improvements simultaneous to homesteaders’ efforts—many 
of the scattered site properties that can be confirmed through archival research are now located 
																																																								
156 Callan, 14. 
157 Callan, 8-18.  
158 Callan, 20-21.  
159 Letter to Franz Vidor, Director of Planning, from the Maryland Historical Trust, 10 March 1976, Baltimore 
City Archives, BRG 48-8-33.  
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within historic districts. Out of 64 confirmed scattered site locations, 44 are within either a national 
or a local historic district and several of these are within a district that is on both national and local 
registers (see Appendix 7).160    	  
																																																								
160 The First Annual Report clearly indicates that 87 scattered sites were already or imminently under contract, 
so it is clear that more than 57 individual sites were homesteaded in this manner. Unfortunately, DHCD 
records only confirmed the addresses of 57 scattered sites in total. 
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(6.0)  HOMESTEADING IN BALTIMORE: A (PRESERVATION) SUCCESS 
STORY? 
As with its national peers undertaking urban homesteading efforts, Baltimore’s focus was on 
neighborhood stabilization rather than historic preservation.161 The reuse of abandoned properties 
was never meant to be comprehensive, nor a panacea (the breadth of Baltimore’s abandoned and 
blighted housing strategies is itself a testament to this fact). The program was small in scale from the 
outset, selectively targeting properties that DHCD believed might be worth the required investment 
in the long run, and whose repair could feasibly dissuade further abandonment or vandalism in the 
surrounding area. The city was prioritizing the slowing down of abandonment and demolition, not its 
complete reversal. Historic preservation, in other words, was a means for Baltimore’s self-
preservation, not an end in and of itself.  
 The Commission on Historical and Architectural Preservation (CHAP) did pre-date the 
Urban Homesteading program by nearly a decade, though. By the early 1970s, CHAP was already 
deeply involved in the redevelopment of Mount Vernon, both a local historic district and, as of 
November 1971, a National Register district.162 It is unsurprising, then, that the Commission also 
played a role in Baltimore’s neighborhood-scale homesteading programs. CHAP staff monitored 
work at Stirling Street, and contributed to the development of design guidelines for Otterbein and 
Barre Circle.163 As a result of the neighborhoods’ inclusion on either the national or local registers of 
historic places, CHAP has remained involved in managing the neighborhood’s built fabric.  
As a result, while the urban homesteading program was not intended to be a “preservation” 
program—nor is it typically discussed as one in contemporary or current records—it did achieve 																																																								
161 As Emily Lieb noted in her dissertation on Baltimore’s revitalization efforts, homesteaders were also 
preserving an urban way of life in a time when, for most of white Americans, this was no longer imaginable. 
Lieb, 278.  
162 Historical and Architectural Preservation, “Mount Vernon,” City of Baltimore, accessed 29 March 2017, 
http://chap.baltimorecity.gov/mount-vernon; Eric Holcomb, Director of the Commission for Historical and 
Architectural Preservation, in-person interview, Baltimore MD, 9 March 2017.  
163 In-person conversation with Eric Holcomb, director, Commission on Historical and Architectural 
Preservation, 9 March 2017.  
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significant preservation outcomes. This is particularly noteworthy in light of the homesteading 
program’s immediate predecessors: demolition-oriented urban renewal programs that swept the 
countryside from the 1950s until the passage of the 1974 Housing and Community Development 
Act. By promoting reinvestment in existing fabric and existing neighborhoods, the urban 
homesteading program represented an abrupt departure from the prior decades’ tendency to replace 
poor, majority minority residents with highways and shopping malls.  
Baltimore officials also saw the opportunity for (slightly) more affordable home ownership, 
which continues to be a driving value in housing policy nationwide.164 It is clear from memoranda, 
news accounts, and current market conditions that Barre Circle and Otterbein required and have 
since attracted higher-income households. Baltimore’s two earliest rounds of homesteading however, 
on the 600 block of Stirling Street and scattered throughout the city, were indeed attracting a 
significant number of moderate income, African-American households. There was further deviation 
between these two groups, with the Stirling Street family incomes averaging $7,000 more than 
scattered site families.165  
Despite the fact that scattered site homesteaders were less affluent than their block-wide 
counterparts, and typically were not rehabilitating properties located within Section 312-eligible 
neighborhoods, they must have fared well enough. Throughout the next several years, the city 
continued to promote scattered site homesteads alongside block-wide homesteads. If accounts of 
500 completed homesteads are to be believed, it would mean that DHCD transferred an even 
number of properties to block-wide homesteaders as to scattered homesteaders. And if the scattered 
site program continued to attract higher portions of lower-income and minority households 
throughout its existence, then Baltimore did successfully enable lower-income homeownership.   
Baltimore’s approach to urban homesteading was, however, unabashedly one of 
gentrification. In order to save the city, Mayor Schaefer and his administration embraced 																																																								
164 Memorandum, Baltimore City Archives, BRG 48-8-24.  
165 Callan, 8-9. 
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homesteading as a way to change the socio-economic as well as physical trajectory of a particular 
blocks and neighborhoods. There were not enough city residents left to re-occupy all of these vacant 
properties and renew blocks on their own. So the plan didn’t just happen to attract suburbanites to 
downtown locations, it depended on them. The city went so far as to orchestrate regular, free bus tours 
called “Sunday in the City” to recruit new Baltimoreans, showing them the promising reinvestment 
and renewal taking hold across the city. They were sometimes even narrated by the Housing 
Commissioner himself (at least in the first year) and featured stops at homesteading sites and other 
city-sponsored residential rehabilitation projects.166  
 
Figure 15. Draft announcement of first housing tour. Source: Baltimore City Archives, BRG 9-42-208. 
Even with this active pursuit of new, often higher-income residents, Baltimore’s program 
managed to generate many positive outcomes of gentrification—reduced vacancy, increased tax 
revenue, upgraded housing, and a beautified built environment—without causing any displacement. 
This was largely possible for two reasons. First, in an idiosyncratic twist of Baltimore’s block-wide 
homesteading program, Baltimore had already used eminent domain to empty and acquire the 
Stirling Street, Otterbein, and Barre Circle neighborhoods. While people were certainly displaced 
from their homes in this process, their original relocation was a product of very different, failed 
																																																								
166 Nell Gilmore Stanley, “Sunday in the City”: Bus Tour and Homeownership Promotion Project Second Anniversary 
Report, Department of Housing and Community Development (Baltimore, MD: 1977), Baltimore City Archives, 
BRG 48-8-33.  
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endeavors. It is unlikely, though, that this same series of events will play out in Baltimore or other 
cities again.  
Baltimore was able to avoid displacement related to its scattered site program largely due to 
the scale of the program, and location within the city’s so-called “marginal neighborhoods.” DHCD 
intentionally chose blocks with just one or two vacancies. While the repair of these units could be 
enough to dissuade further abandonment, it was not enough to catalyze the type of widespread 
market shifts that would quickly raise rents and property taxes on existing residents. In fact, if vacant 
properties were in areas that could potentially capture high prices, they were diverted to Baltimore’s 
other rehabilitation programs that allowed for market value sales.  
 At the end of Baltimore’s urban homesteading program, which slowly faded out in the early 
1980s, after 10 years of operation, DHCD had transferred about 500 properties to new 
homeowners.167 These properties were given varying degrees of preservation treatment, but they 
were all spared imminent demolition and were all put back into productive use. Baltimore’s tax base 
increased ever so slightly, and several hundred households now owned their home, most for the first 
time. While abandonment continued (and continues) to be a problem, at least a few hundred 
vacancies were reversed through this program, and many more properties may have been spared 
abandonment by increasing confidence in Baltimore’s real estate viability.  
Homesteaded properties now range in value from nearly $1,000,000 to below $50,000, with 
the most expensive properties located in Otterbein and the least expensive located in still-struggling 
parts of East Baltimore. Although it is much harder to make any claims about the scattered site  
																																																								
167 Hinds. 
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Figure 16. Unit block of North Bond Street, in Washington Hill, home of a cluster of scattered site properties.    
Source: Google Maps, 2017 (image from August 2009). 
 
Figure 17. 815 North Gilmor Street, a scattered site homestead, is one of the very few occupied houses left on                
its block (second from right). Source: Google Maps, 2017 (image from September 2014). 
program’s success, it is clear that it worked better in some neighborhoods (Poppleton and 
Washington Hill, see Figure 15) than it did in others (Harlem Park, see Figure 16), due to a much 
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larger landscape of policy, economics, and racism. It is also clear that scattered sites, and particularly 
the 64 confirmed scattered sites, are highly correlated with historic districts (see Appendix 7).   
Over the course of its run, which seems to have lasted about ten years (no official end date 
was found in city records, or could be remembered by city officials interviewed for this thesis), 
Baltimore’s urban homesteading program won dozens of accolades. It caught the attention of federal 
policy makers, mayors around the country, planning organizations, and even an American expat 
living in Brazil in the 1980s.168 Homesteading neighborhoods made the cover of national magazines, 
and were featured on local news networks.169 Yet it has long since fallen from conversation, and 
Baltimore is now experimenting with an exclusively market-based approach, Vacants to Values. 
Homesteading’s most enduring legacy, apart from an editorial every year or two and a largely hidden 
Homesteaders’ Park in Otterbein, are the homes it saved.  
 	  
																																																								
168 William Donald Schaefer, letter to Tom Cunilio, 16 December 1980, Baltimore City Archives, BRG 9-42-91.  
169 Richard P. Davis, “Cassette of “A Dollar Bet on Baltimore’,” memorandum to executive staff, 3 March 
1975, Baltimore City Archives, BRG 48-8-33.  
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(7.0) CONCLUSION 
 Baltimore’s homesteading program did not single-handedly reverse two decades of white 
flight and re-populate the city. It did, however, succeed in an unstated goal: the rehabilitation, and 
therefore preservation, of substantial residential fabric. Because of urban homesteading, Otterbein, 
Barre Circle, Ridgely’s Delight, and other neighborhoods in close proximity to downtown and Inner 
Harbor are thriving, dense, beautiful, valuable neighborhoods. Others, like Stirling Street in Old 
Town and parts of Washington Hill, and Reservoir, have retained long-term stability as middle-
market neighborhoods. And on the most micro of scales, individual properties throughout the city 
had owner occupants instead of absentee landlords for at least a few years, giving them that much 
greater a chance at long-term survival.  
 As discussed above, Baltimore’s most successful homesteading efforts, the neighborhood-
wide undertakings, are unlikely to be repeated elsewhere. They were made possible by changing 
popular opinion surrounding urban renewal and a scale of eminent domain that is uncommon and 
unpopular in today’s politics.  The scattered site properties, on the other hand, have fare more 
potential to serve as a useful model. The low number of confirmed properties scattered homesteads 
does not allow for many conclusive takeaways, but the early efforts at clustering properties does seem 
to have been successful. Likewise, the scattered site properties—at least in the first two years of the 
program—were clearly serving lower income groups than Stirling Street (which itself attracted lower 
income homesteaders than Otterbein or Barre Circle).  
 In an era with simultaneous housing affordability and housing abandonment crises, these last 
two points are the most important. Post-industrial cities of the northeast and Midwest—colloquially 
known as the “Rust Belt”—are struggling particularly hard with both. As their economic bases 
collapsed, tens of thousands of people left the cities to follow jobs and tens of thousands more 
remained only to be under- or unemployed. Cities nationwide, including those within the Rust Belt, 
are also still struggling with the effects of the Great Recession and ensuing foreclosure crisis.  
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 In both cases, politicians and planners are wrestling with some of the same challenges faced 
by Baltimore, Wilmington, and Philadelphia in the early 1970s. While downtowns are benefiting from 
a near-universal residential and commercial resurgence, reinvestment is not often evenly distributed. 
In most cities, many residential neighborhoods teeter between gentrification and further 
abandonment. As in Baltimore in 1973, the strategic reinvestment in one or two key properties can 
help a block in a city like Flint or Buffalo survive intact. When repeated block-by-block around the 
outskirts of investment, this type of strategic rehabilitation can help draw the benefits of downtown 
revitalization out into struggling neighborhoods while simultaneously helping alleviate growing 
pressure on more central locations housing markets.  
 I believe that urban homesteading is well positioned to be one of these tools for strategic, 
acupunctural reinvestment. Similar ideas are already well-received by grassroots activists; many in 
Chicago and Oakland taking to squatting in unoccupied housing as a way to stake a claim on a small 
piece of their city. It can appeal to affordable housing activists as well as enterprising millennials, 
looking for an affordable way to own a house in a city.  And homesteading was very popular among 
politicians and planning professionals for at least a decade in the 1970s and 1980s; some cities, like 
Buffalo, NY and Newark, NJ never fully abandoned the idea.  
 Historic preservation occupies a privileged position within the nexus of history and design 
fields. It appeals to broad audiences, and specifically to audiences with relevant skillsets and political 
acumen, if not outright political power. If the field were to embrace urban homesteading as a 
powerful tool for the preservation of the vernacular rowhouse fabric, it could join a coalition of 
professionals and citizens at every level to return this tool to the table. Further research into 
historical homesteading programs, their successes, and their failures is necessary in order to propose 
a homesteading policy that would prove equitable and economically viable. But there are too many 
houses and too many households at stake not to try.   
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Appendix 1. Acronyms 
• ACORN: Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now 
• CDBG: Community Development Block Grants (federal) 
• CHAP: Commission on Historical and Architectural Preservation (city) 
• DHCD: Department of Housing and Community Development (city) 
• FHA: Federal Housing Administration 
• GAO: General Accountability Office (federal) 
• HCDA: Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 (federal) 
• HUD: Department of Housing and Urban Development (federal) 
• HODD: Home Ownership Development Division 
• HRTC: Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit (federal) 
• LUHA: Local Urban Homesteading Authorities 
• NHA: National Heritage Area 
• NHL: National Historic Landmark 
• NRHP: National Register of Historic Places, or “National Register”  
• NRHD: National Register Historic District 
• PROP: Property Release Option Program (federal) 
• REAL: Residential Environmental Assistance Loan program 
• USRE: Urban Research and Engineering, Inc. 
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Appendix 2. Stirling Street Homesteads 	
Street Address City, State, Zip Code 
Current Full Cash Value 
(March 2017) 
612 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $84,000 
616 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $58,200 
619 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $88,700 
620 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $34,400 
623 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $56,400 
624 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $83,800 
627 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $58,600 
628 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $59,800 
630 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $82,000 
631 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $59,200 
634 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $54,200 
635 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $43,200 
637 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $48,600 
638 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $32,800 
640 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $127,100 
641 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $49,600 
645 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $35,500 
647 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $53,700 
651 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $54,500 
655 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $85,300 
659 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $50,700 
663 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $23,000 
665 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $80,800 
667 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $87,200 
669 Stirling St Baltimore, MD 21202 $99,500 	
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Appendix 3. Otterbein Homesteads 
Street Address City, State, Zip Code 
Current Full Cash Value 
(March 2017) 
516 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21201 $343,000 
518 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21201 $345,100 
520 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21201 $533,000 
522 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21201 $313,600 
524 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21201 $244,500 
526 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21201 $320,200 
600 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21230 $401,200 
602 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21230 $257,600 
604 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21230 $182,000 
606 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21230 $328,700 
608 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21230 $234,000 
610 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21230 $245,700 
612 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21230 $273,000 
614 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21230 $222,100 
616 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21230 $356,200 
618 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21230 $477,500 
706 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21230 $135,700 
708 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21230 $135,700 
710 S Hanover St Baltimore, MD 21230 $125,400 
501 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21201 $118,500 
503 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21201 $132,900 
511 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21201 $375,200 
513 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21201 $325,700 
515 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21201 $281,000 
517 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21201 $219,000 
519 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21201 $227,100 
521 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21201 $250,200 
523 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21201 $255,000 
525 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21201 $244,500 
527 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21201 $211,600 
529 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21201 $219,400 
531 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21201 $229,300 
533 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21201 $253,100 
603 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21230 $271,700 
605 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21230 $200,500 
607 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21230 $149,200 
609 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21230 $209,100 
713 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21230 $345,000 
109 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21201 $182,100 
111 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21201 $251,400 
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113 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21201 $282,100 
115 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21201 $322,900 
117 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21201 $404,300 
119 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21201 $200,000 
131 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21201 $175,900 
133 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21201 $101,200 
135 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21201 $133,900 
137 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21201 $154,100 
103 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $202,300 
105 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $245,500 
107 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $147,700 
109 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $254,300 
111 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $331,400 
113 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $123,100 
115 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $175,700 
117 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $242,500 
119 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $213,300 
121 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $171,300 
123 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $199,900 
125 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $179,700 
127 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $312,600 
131 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $265,800 
133 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $197,900 
135 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $222,000 
137 W Hill St Baltimore, MD 21230 $248,200 
102 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $326,400 
103 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $144,200 
104 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $250,300 
105 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $172,100 
106 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $190,800 
107 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $435,200 
108 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $342,700 
109 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $340,500 
110 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $188,300 
111 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $496,100 
112 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $189,100 
113 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $434,000 
114 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $100,300 
115 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $554,100 
116 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $383,900 
118 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $564,200 
122 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $527,200 
124 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $375,800 
125 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $304,600 
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126 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $202,900 
127 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $317,200 
128 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $308,800 
129 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $324,300 
130 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $296,200 
131 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $121,600 
132 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $208,200 
133 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $244,600 
135 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $243,700 
137 W Lee St Baltimore, MD 21201 $566,400 
142 W York St Baltimore, MD 21230 $347,200 
111 Welcome Al Baltimore, MD 21201 $185,800 
113 Welcome Al Baltimore, MD 21201 $133,600 
115 Welcome Al Baltimore, MD 21201 $175,000 
117 Welcome Al Baltimore, MD 21201 $147,000 
119 Welcome Al Baltimore, MD 21201 $82,700 
121 Welcome Al Baltimore, MD 21201 $144,400 
123 Welcome Al Baltimore, MD 21201 $119,600 
125 Welcome Al Baltimore, MD 21201 $169,900 
133 Welcome Al Baltimore, MD 21201 $205,800 
135 Welcome Al Baltimore, MD 21201 $203,200 
137 Welcome Al Baltimore, MD 21201 $149,600 
139 Welcome Al Baltimore, MD 21201 $222,900 
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Appendix 4. Barre Circle Homesteads 
Street Address City, State, Zip Code 
Current Full Cash Value 
(March 2017) 
732 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $61,900 
734 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $78,400 
736 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $78,200 
737 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $74,100 
738 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $78,200 
739 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $147,000 
740 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $191,100 
741 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $76,300 
743 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $115,800 
744 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $75,900 
746 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $117,400 
747 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $77,900 
748 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $78,500 
749 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $99,800 
750 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $88,400 
753 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $76,200 
754 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $83,700 
755 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $76,700 
756 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $171,700 
757 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $80,400 
758 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $76,800 
760 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $100,500 
762 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $151,200 
766 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $71,100 
768 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $129,200 
770 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $132,200 
774 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $86,700 
776 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $72,000 
778 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $122,100 
780 Mchenry St Baltimore, MD 21230 $102,400 
102 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $178,000 
103 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $7,000 
106 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $66,400 
107 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $115,800 
109 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $123,300 
110 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $98,700 
112 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $123,300 
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113 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $124,100 
117 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $102,700 
118 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $116,400 
119 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $238,400 
122 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $76,500 
123 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $150,400 
124 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $72,500 
125 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $132,800 
126 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $168,900 
127 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21201 $162,500 
205 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21230 $183,900 
207 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21230 $125,400 
211 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21230 $144,300 
215 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21230 $109,900 
217 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21230 $112,500 
219 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21230 $68,600 
221 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21230 $69,100 
223 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21230 $64,700 
225 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21230 $53,100 
227 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21230 $195,700 
231 Scott St Baltimore, MD 21230 $120,700 
1009 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $89,400 
1011 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $70,200 
1017 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $98,800 
1018 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $162,700 
1019 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $75,100 
1020 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $155,600 
1021 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $79,600 
1022 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $69,200 
1023 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $79,800 
1024 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $71,500 
1025 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $83,100 
1026 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $96,100 
1027 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $71,400 
1028 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $129,200 
1029 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $89,800 
1031 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $81,300 
1032 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $71,300 
1033 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $78,900 
1034 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $127,800 
1035 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $186,800 
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1036 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $96,500 
1037 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $65,200 
1038 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $81,800 
1039 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $72,500 
1040 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $109,600 
1041 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $106,200 
1042 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $161,400 
1043 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $81,800 
1044 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $71,800 
1045 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $87,800 
1046 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $77,000 
1047 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $91,300 
1048 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $76,900 
1049 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $98,500 
1050 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $73,000 
1051 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $92,300 
1052 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $79,700 
1053 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $93,700 
1054 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $164,400 
1055 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $90,900 
1056 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $101,000 
1057 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $92,300 
1059 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $85,700 
1061 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $92,700 
1063 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 $89,900 
819 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $137,300 
821 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $137,300 
823 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $173,900 
825 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $198,500 
827 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $144,300 
829 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $130,000 
831 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $160,400 
833 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $170,100 
841 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $85,300 
855 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $126,800 
863 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $162,200 
835 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $181,000 
837 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $148,900 
839 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $105,800 
841 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $113,200 
843 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $83,300 
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845 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $105,500 
847 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $119,300 
849 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $70,700 
857 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $136,100 
859 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $132,100 
861 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $112,500 
863 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $101,200 
865 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $110,400 
867 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $105,900 
869 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 $114,300 	 	
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Appendix 5. Confirmed Scattered Site Homesteads 
Street Address City, State, Zip Code 
Current Full Cash Value 
(April 2017) 
5004 Denmore Ave Baltimore, MD 21215 $47,960  
705 Dolphin St  Baltimore, MD 21217 $195,406  
2633 Dulany St  Baltimore, MD 21223 $44,094  
1503 E Fairmount Ave Baltimore, MD 21231 $44,650  
1505 E Fairmount Ave Baltimore, MD 21231 $115,413  
1507 E Fairmount Ave Baltimore, MD 21231 $232,137  
1509 E Fairmount Ave Baltimore, MD 21231 $205,896  
1513 E Fairmount Ave Baltimore, MD 21231 $80,177  
1515 E Fairmount Ave Baltimore, MD 21231 $230,038  
1517 E Fairmount Ave Baltimore, MD 21231 $175,572  
1519 E Fairmount Ave Baltimore, MD 21231 $233,629  
1508 E Federal St Baltimore, MD 21213 $39,806  
1724 E Madison St Baltimore, MD 21205 - 
1832 E Pratt St Baltimore, MD 21231 $267,743  
4020 Hayward Ave Baltimore, MD 21215 $107,219  
3225 Ingleside Ave Baltimore, MD 21215 $55,197  
2028 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 $169,999  
2060 Linden Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 $242,450  
2215 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 $253,493  
2424 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 $189,961  
2426 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 $200,718  
2430 Linden Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 $194,965  
746 McHenry Ave Baltimore, MD 21230 $216,588  
1810 Madison Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 $382,468  
10 N Bond St Baltimore, MD 21231 $348,566  
12 N Bond St Baltimore, MD 21231 $241,267  
14 N Bond St Baltimore, MD 21231 $394,527  
16 N Bond St Baltimore, MD 21231 - 
18 N Bond St Baltimore, MD 21231 $229,229  
20 N Bond St Baltimore, MD 21231 $230,059  
24 N Bond St Baltimore, MD 21231 $232,470  
26 N Bond St Baltimore, MD 21231 $225,448  
1803 N Broadway Baltimore, MD 21213 - 
712 N Carrollton Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 $45,873  
720 N Carrollton Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 $44,929  
503 N Collington St Baltimore, MD 21205 $91,065  
815 N Gilmor St Baltimore, MD 21217 $49,268  
35 N Patterson Park Ave Baltimore, MD 21231 $222,387  
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715 Newington Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 $248,718  
803 Newington Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 $141,811  
819 Newington Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 $211,522  
404 Patterson Park Ave Baltimore, MD 21231 $97,164  
2801 Quantico Ave Baltimore, MD 21215 $32,604  
2405 Roslyn Ave  Baltimore, MD 21216 $181,681  
200 S Chester St Baltimore, MD 21231 $390,545  
600 S Paca St Baltimore, MD 21230 - 
601 S Paca St Baltimore, MD 21230 - 
606 S Paca St Baltimore, MD 21230 $294,243  
633 S Paca St Baltimore, MD 21230 $294,647  
1795 S Sharp St Baltimore, MD 21230 - 
3621 Spaulding Ave Baltimore, MD 21215 $35,638  
1606 W Lanvale St Baltimore, MD 21217 $129,608  
1226 W North Street Baltimore, MD 21217 - 
1305 W Saratoga St Baltimore, MD 21223 $50,848  
514 Warner St  Baltimore, MD 21230 - 
628 Washington Blvd Baltimore, MD 21230 $295,975  
655 Washington Blvd  Baltimore, MD 21230 $414,388  
676 Washington Blvd  Baltimore, MD 21230 $419,910  
761 W Pratt St Baltimore, MD 21201 $238,968  
763 W Pratt St Baltimore, MD 21201 $228,065  
765 W Pratt St Baltimore, MD 21201 $273,518  
767 W Pratt St Baltimore, MD 21201 - 
773 W Pratt St Baltimore, MD 21201 $299,168  
775 W Pratt St Baltimore, MD 21201 $264,965  
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Appendix 6. Possible Scattered Site Homesteads 
Street Address City, State, Zip Code 
2625 Ashland Ave  Baltimore, MD 21205 
2029 Ashton St Baltimore, MD 21223 
578 Baker St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
589 Baker St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
593 Baker St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
614 Baker St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1100 Barclay St  Baltimore, MD 21202 
2223 Barclay St  Baltimore, MD 21218 
2100 Barclay St  Baltimore, MD 21218 
2317 Barclay St  Baltimore, MD 21218 
2326 Barclay St  Baltimore, MD 21218 
2439 Barclay St  Baltimore, MD 21218 
2517 Barclay St  Baltimore, MD 21218 
1707 Barnes St  Baltimore, MD 21205 
3905 Belle Ave  Baltimore, MD 21215 
515 Bloom St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1009 Boyd St  Baltimore, MD 21223 
1022 Boyd St  Baltimore, MD 21223 
2144 Boyd St  Baltimore, MD 21223 
1111 Brentwood Ave  Baltimore, MD 21202 
1113 Brentwood Ave  Baltimore, MD 21202 
1119 Brentwood Ave  Baltimore, MD 21202 
2237 Brookfield Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
2246 Brookfield Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2518 Brookfield Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
944 Brooks Lane  Baltimore, MD 21217 
952 Brooks Lane  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2230 Brunt St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
633 Burgundy St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
2206 Callow Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
2219 Callow Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
2325 Callow Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
23 Carey St  Baltimore, MD 21223 
2215 Cedley St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
1407 Chester St  Baltimore, MD 21213 
1518 Clifton Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
900 Compton St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
1708 Crystal Ave  Baltimore, MD 21213 
1425 Darley Ave  Baltimore, MD 21213 
2047 Division St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2307 Division St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
629 Dover St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
1906 Druid Hill Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
2002 Druid Hill Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
2106 Druid Hill Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
2203 Druid Hill Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
2225 Druid Hill Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
2236 Druid Hill Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
2238 Druid Hill Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
2240 Druid Hill Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
2410 Druid Hill Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
903 Ducatel St Baltimore, MD 21217 
901 Ducatel St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1638 Durham St  Baltimore, MD 21213 
719 E 20th St Baltimore, MD 21218 
1110 E 20th St Baltimore, MD 21218 
1120 E 20th St Baltimore, MD 21218 
342 E 22nd St Baltimore, MD 21218 
430 E 22nd St Baltimore, MD 21218 
729 E 22nd St Baltimore, MD 21218 
1727 E Baltimore St Baltimore, MD 21231 
2026 E Baltimore St Baltimore, MD 21231 
2034 E Baltimore St Baltimore, MD 21231 
2036 E Baltimore St Baltimore, MD 21231 
2038 E Baltimore St Baltimore, MD 21231 
432 E Biddle St Baltimore, MD 21202 
1404 E Biddle St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1406 E Biddle St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1412 E Biddle St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1804 E Biddle St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1835 E Biddle St Baltimore, MD 21213 
2011 E Biddle St Baltimore, MD 21213 
2027 E Biddle St Baltimore, MD 21213 
2029 E Biddle St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1505 E Chase St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1831 E Chase St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1407 E Eager St Baltimore, MD 21205 
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1425 E Eager St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1706 E Eager St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1716 E Eager St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1729 E Eager St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1824 E Eager St Baltimore, MD 21205 
2016 E Eager St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1525 E Fairmount Ave Baltimore, MD 21231 
2030 E Fayette St Baltimore, MD 21231 
2050 E Fayette St Baltimore, MD 21231 
2210 E Fayette St Baltimore, MD 21231 
2212 E Fayette St Baltimore, MD 21231 
2216 E Fayette St Baltimore, MD 21231 
2235 E Fayette St Baltimore, MD 21231 
2237 E Fayette St Baltimore, MD 21231 
2060 E Hoffman St Baltimore, MD 21213 
203 E Lafayette Ave Baltimore, MD 21202 
215 E Lafayette Ave Baltimore, MD 21202 
1401 E Lanvale St Baltimore, MD 21213 
2108 E Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21231 
1506 E Madison St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1510 E Madison St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1726 E Madison St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1730 E Madison St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1734 E Madison St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1740 E Madison St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1203 E North Ave Baltimore, MD 21202 
1215 E North Ave Baltimore, MD 21202 
2243 E North Ave Baltimore, MD 21213 
1727 E Oliver  Baltimore, MD 21213 
820 E Preston St Baltimore, MD 21202 
832 E Preston St Baltimore, MD 21202 
1505 E Preston St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1515 E Preston St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1525 E Preston St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1610 E Preston St Baltimore, MD 21213 
2050 E Preston St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1312 Edmondson Ave  Baltimore, MD 21223 
1511 Edmondson Ave  Baltimore, MD 21223 
1625 Edmondson Ave Baltimore, MD 21223 
1629 Edmondson Ave Baltimore, MD 21223 
1815 Edmondson Ave Baltimore, MD 21223 
539 Eislen St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
612 Eislen St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
1608 Ellsworth St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1619 Ellsworth St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1627 Ellsworth St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1638 Ellsworth St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1705 Ellsworth St Baltimore, MD 21213 
2024 Etting St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2218 Eutaw Pl  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2220 Eutaw Pl  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2223 Eutaw Pl  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2233 Eutaw Pl  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2304 Eutaw Pl  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2309 Eutaw Pl  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2311 Eutaw Pl Baltimore, MD 21217 
2314 Eutaw Pl  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2333 Eutaw Pl  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2338 Eutaw Pl  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2340 Eutaw Pl  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2345 Eutaw Pl  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2357 Eutaw Pl Baltimore, MD 21217 
2359 Eutaw Pl  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1009 Federal St  Baltimore, MD 21202 
4306 Fernhill Ave  Baltimore, MD 21215 
2558 Garrett Ave Baltimore, MD 21218 
1301 Glyndon Ave  Baltimore, MD 21223 
1766 Gorsuch Ave  Baltimore, MD 21218 
722 Greenmount Ave  Baltimore, MD 21202 
1205 Greenmount Ave  Baltimore, MD 21202 
1225 Greenmount Ave  Baltimore, MD 21202 
2210 Greenmount Ave  Baltimore, MD 21218 
2613 Greenmount Ave  Baltimore, MD 21218 
2615 Greenmount Ave  Baltimore, MD 21218 
2641 Greenmount Ave  Baltimore, MD 21218 
4107 Groveland Ave  Baltimore, MD 21215 
2417 Guilford Ave Baltimore, MD 21218 
1601 Hakesly Pl  Baltimore, MD 21213 
1623 Hakesly Pl  Baltimore, MD 21213 
3000 Harford Rd  Baltimore, MD 21218 
3016 Harford Rd  Baltimore, MD 21218 
825 Harlem Ave  Baltimore, MD 21201 
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1602 Harlem Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1608 Harlem Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
220 Henneman Ave  Baltimore, MD 21213 
1820 Henneman Ave  Baltimore, MD 21213 
2200 Henneman Ave Baltimore, MD 21213 
2201 Henneman Ave  Baltimore, MD 21213 
2133 Herbert Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2103 Herbert St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1406 Holbrook St  Baltimore, MD 21202 
1424 Holbrook St  Baltimore, MD 21202 
1703 Hollins St  Baltimore, MD 21223 
1729 Hollins St  Baltimore, MD 21223 
1321 Homewood Ave  Baltimore, MD 21202 
2160 Homewood Ave  Baltimore, MD 21218 
1933 Jefferson St  Baltimore, MD 21205 
2214 Jefferson St  Baltimore, MD 21205 
1907 Kennedy Ave  Baltimore, MD 21218 
420 Laurens St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
422 Laurens St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1509 Light St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
1521 Light St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
1525 Light St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
2014 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2026 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2032 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2034 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2052 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2054 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2056 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2058 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2204 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2208 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2217 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2258 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2418 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2420 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2430 Linden Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1628 Llewellyn Ave  Baltimore, MD 21213 
1423 Madison Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2222 Madison Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
508 McCabe Ave  Baltimore, MD 21212 
631 McCabe Ave  Baltimore, MD 21212 
1014 McDonogh St  Baltimore, MD 21205 
2509 McElderry St Baltimore, MD 21205 
630 Melvin Dr  Baltimore, MD 21230 
675 Melvin Dr  Baltimore, MD 21230 
678 Melvin Dr  Baltimore, MD 21230 
418 Mosher St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1510 Mount St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2110 Moyer St  Baltimore, MD 21231 
2114 Moyer St  Baltimore, MD 21231 
1502 Mt Royal Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
2032 Mura St Baltimore, MD 21213 
2227 Mura St Baltimore, MD 21213 
702 Mura St  Baltimore, MD 21202 
710 Mura St  Baltimore, MD 21202 
712 Mura St  Baltimore, MD 21202 
714 Mura St  Baltimore, MD 21202 
2030 Mura St  Baltimore, MD 21213 
2031 Mura St  Baltimore, MD 21213 
2034 Mura St  Baltimore, MD 21213 
1235 Myrtle Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
224 N Arlington St Baltimore, MD 21223 
632 N Arlington St Baltimore, MD 21217 
916 N Arlington St Baltimore, MD 21217 
1000 N Arlington St Baltimore, MD 21217 
1019 N Arlington St Baltimore, MD 21217 
1515 N Bethel St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1518 N Bethel St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1522 N Bethel St Baltimore, MD 21213 
22 N Bond St Baltimore, MD 21231 
28 N Bond St Baltimore, MD 21231 
30 N Bond St Baltimore, MD 21231 
32 N Bond St Baltimore, MD 21231 
826 N Bond St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1210 N Bond St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1243 N Bond St Baltimore, MD 21213 
12 N Bradford St Baltimore, MD 21224 
512 N Bradford St Baltimore, MD 21205 
918 N Bradford St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1211 N Bradford St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1212 N Bradford St Baltimore, MD 21213 
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1219 N Bradford St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1606 N Bradford St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1729 N Bradford St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1044 N Broadway  Baltimore, MD 21205 
1223 N Broadway  Baltimore, MD 21213 
1255 N Broadway  Baltimore, MD 21213 
1524 N Broadway  Baltimore, MD 21213 
2230 N Brunt St Baltimore, MD 21217 
1614 N Calvert St Baltimore, MD 21202 
1016 N Carey St Baltimore, MD 21217 
1320 N Carey St Baltimore, MD 21217 
1506 N Caroline St Baltimore, MD 21213 
7 N Caroline St Baltimore, MD 21231 
9 N Caroline St Baltimore, MD 21231 
11 N Caroline St Baltimore, MD 21231 
13 N Caroline St Baltimore, MD 21231 
15 N Caroline St Baltimore, MD 21231 
17 N Caroline St Baltimore, MD 21231 
19 N Caroline St Baltimore, MD 21231 
21 N Caroline St Baltimore, MD 21231 
1519 N Caroline St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1808 N Caroline St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1816 N Caroline St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1603 N Castle St Baltimore, MD 21213 
55 N Catherine St Baltimore, MD 21223 
961 N Chapel St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1525 N Chapel St Baltimore, MD 21213 
614 N Chester St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1407 N Chester St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1904 N Chester St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1702 N Collington Ave Baltimore, MD 21213 
1705 N Collington Ave Baltimore, MD 21213 
1728 N Collington Ave Baltimore, MD 21213 
500 N Collington St Baltimore, MD 21205 
501 N Collington St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1205 N Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1218 N Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1219 N Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1701 N Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1816 N Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1734 N Duncan St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1638 N Durham St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1639 N Durham St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1846 N Durham St Baltimore, MD 21213 
830 N Fulton Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
834 N Fulton Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
905 N Fulton Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
921 N Fulton Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
923 N Fulton Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
925 N Fulton Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
514 N Gilmor St Baltimore, MD 21223 
516 N Gilmor St Baltimore, MD 21223 
724 N Gilmor St Baltimore, MD 21217 
807 N Gilmor St Baltimore, MD 21217 
1365 N Gilmor St Baltimore, MD 21217 
126 N Madeira St Baltimore, MD 21231 
1520 N Madeira St Baltimore, MD 21213 
17 N Monroe St Baltimore, MD 21223 
17 N Monroe St Baltimore, MD 21223 
321 N Monroe St Baltimore, MD 21223 
607 N Monroe St Baltimore, MD 21217 
218 N Montford Ave Baltimore, MD 21224 
847 N Montford Ave Baltimore, MD 21205 
1701 N Montford Ave Baltimore, MD 21213 
1812 N Montford Ave Baltimore, MD 21213 
526 N Mount St Baltimore, MD 21223 
528 N Mount St Baltimore, MD 21223 
801 N Mount St Baltimore, MD 21217 
1510 N Mount St Baltimore, MD 21217 
119 N Patterson Park 
Ave Baltimore, MD 21231 
414 N Patterson Park 
Ave Baltimore, MD 21231 
900 N Payson St Baltimore, MD 21217 
1602 N Regester St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1700 N Regester St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1701 N Regester St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1816 N Regester St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1822 N Regester St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1301 N Rose St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1518 N Rose St Baltimore, MD 21213 
501 N Scott St Baltimore, MD 21230 
801 N Scott St Baltimore, MD 21230 
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303 N Sticker St Baltimore, MD 21223 
826 N Stricker St Baltimore, MD 21217 
1004 N Washington St Baltimore, MD 21205 
21 N Washington St Baltimore, MD 21231 
225 N Washington St Baltimore, MD 21231 
411 N Washington St Baltimore, MD 21231 
413 N Washington St Baltimore, MD 21231 
431 N Washington St Baltimore, MD 21231 
817 N Washington St Baltimore, MD 21205 
904 N Washington St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1224 N Washington St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1334 N Washington St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1340 N Washington St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1521 N Washington St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1523 N Washington St Baltimore, MD 21213 
814 N Wolfe St Baltimore, MD 21205 
1012 N Wolfe St Baltimore, MD 21213 
1114 N Wolfe St Baltimore, MD 21213 
713 Newington Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
726 Newington Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
822 Newington Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1632 Normal Ave  Baltimore, MD 21213 
2232 Orleans St  Baltimore, MD 21231 
2206 Park Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
3549 Park Heights Ave Baltimore, MD 21215 
3561 Park Heights Ave Baltimore, MD 21215 
3581 Park Heights Ave Baltimore, MD 21215 
3807 Park Heights Ave Baltimore, MD 21215 
217 Penn St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
1829 Pennsylvania Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1941 Pennsylvania Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1943 Pennsylvania Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2543 Pennsylvania Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2710 Pennsylvania Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2713 Pennsylvania Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2718 Pennsylvania Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2719 Pennsylvania Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2721 Pennsylvania Ave  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1912 Perlman Pl  Baltimore, MD 21213 
642 Portland St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
647 Portland St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
651 Portland St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
652 Portland St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
1411 Presstman St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1112 Proctor St  Baltimore, MD 21202 
750 Ramsey St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
760 Ramsey St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
2751 Rayner Ave  Baltimore, MD 21216 
1624 Regester St  Baltimore, MD 21213 
2718 Reisterstown Rd  Baltimore, MD 21215 
3110 Reisterstown Rd  Baltimore, MD 21215 
700 Reservoir St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
702 Reservoir St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
754 Reservoir St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
800 Reservoir St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
2034 Robb St  Baltimore, MD 21218 
541 Robert St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
4 S Broadway  Baltimore, MD 21231 
6 S Broadway  Baltimore, MD 21231 
8 S Broadway  Baltimore, MD 21231 
10 S Broadway  Baltimore, MD 21231 
9 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
11 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
13 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
15 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
17 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
19 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
21 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
23 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
25 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
27 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
29 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
31 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
33 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
35 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
37 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
39 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
802 S Dallas St Baltimore, MD 21231 
23 S Duncan St Baltimore, MD 21231 
1013 S Kenwood Ave Baltimore, MD 21224 
702 S Hanover Baltimore, MD 21230 
704 S Hanover Baltimore, MD 21230 
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532 S Paca St Baltimore, MD 21230 
534 S Paca St Baltimore, MD 21230 
536 S Paca St Baltimore, MD 21230 
542 S Paca St Baltimore, MD 21230 
544 S Paca St Baltimore, MD 21230 
546 S Paca St Baltimore, MD 21230 
548 S Paca St Baltimore, MD 21230 
549 S Paca St Baltimore, MD 21230 
629 S Paca St Baltimore, MD 21230 
40 S Poppleton St Baltimore, MD 21201 
43 S Poppleton St Baltimore, MD 21201 
32 S Pulaski St Baltimore, MD 21223 
34 S Schroeder St Baltimore, MD 21223 
415 Scott St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
801 Scott St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
1912 Sherwood Ave  Baltimore, MD 21218 
814 Somerset St  Baltimore, MD 21202 
1205 Valley St  Baltimore, MD 21202 
1502 W 36th St Baltimore, MD 21211 
1834 W Baltimore St Baltimore, MD 21223 
2579 W Baltimore St Baltimore, MD 21223 
835 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 
901 W Barre St Baltimore, MD 21230 
743 W Cross St Baltimore, MD 21230 
761 W Cross St Baltimore, MD 21230 
1824 W Fairmount  Baltimore, MD 21223 
1621 W Fayette St Baltimore, MD 21223 
1627 W Fayette St Baltimore, MD 21223 
1711 W Fayette St Baltimore, MD 21223 
1903 W Fayette St Baltimore, MD 21223 
1947 W Fayette St Baltimore, MD 21223 
2114 W Fayette St Baltimore, MD 21223 
1406 W Franklin St Baltimore, MD 21223 
762 W Hamburg St Baltimore, MD 21230 
1502 W Lafayette Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
1018 W Lanvale St Baltimore, MD 21217 
1524 W Lanvale St Baltimore, MD 21217 
2045 W Lanvale St Baltimore, MD 21217 
1218 W Lexington St Baltimore, MD 21223 
842 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 
908 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21223 
922 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21223 
224 W Monument St Baltimore, MD 21201 
2123 W North Ave Baltimore, MD 21217 
1626 W Saratoga St Baltimore, MD 21223 
512 Warner st  Baltimore, MD 21230 
516 Warner St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
626 Washington Blvd  Baltimore, MD 21230 
636 Washington Blvd  Baltimore, MD 21230 
813 Whitelock St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
819 Whitelock St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1013 Whitelock St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1015 Whitelock St  Baltimore, MD 21217 
1211 Wilcox St  Baltimore, MD 21202 
1312 Wilcox St  Baltimore, MD 21202 
1314 Wilcox St  Baltimore, MD 21202 
1316 Wilcox St  Baltimore, MD 21202 
1037 William St  Baltimore, MD 21230 
3114 Wylie Ave  Baltimore, MD 21215 
1534 Abbotston St  Baltimore, MD 21218 
1150 Argyle Ave Baltimore, MD 21201 
1103 Argyle Ave  Baltimore, MD 21201 
3511 Ash St  Baltimore, MD 21211 
1808 Ashland Ave  Baltimore, MD 21205 
2001 Ashland Ave  Baltimore, MD 21205 
2003 Ashland Ave  Baltimore, MD 21205 
2212 Ashland Ave  Baltimore, MD 21205 
2623 Ashland Ave  Baltimore, MD 21205 
819 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 
821 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 
823 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 
825 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 
827 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 
829 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 
831 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 
833 W Lombard St Baltimore, MD 21201 	  
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Appendix 7. Geospatial Analysis: Homestead Sites and Historic Districts 	 	
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Index 	
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76 
Association of Community Organizations for 
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Biden, Joseph, 21 
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Center for Community Progress, 8 
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Chicago, 3, 15, 17, 76 
Coleman, Joseph, 17, 19 
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Preservation, 29, 46, 50, 54, 57, 69 
Community Development Block Grants, 21, 
23, 42, 83  
Community Reinvestment Act of 1977, 24 
contractors, 57, 62 
Frawley, Daniel, 19 
demolition, 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 25, 40, 55, 69, 70, 72 
Department of Housing and Community 
Development, 3, 10, 14, 21-23, 25-29, 39, 
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Detroit, 2, 41 
DHCD. See Department of Housing and 
Community Development  
Douglass, Robert, 46 
Embry, Robert, 29, 41, 42, 46, 48, 55, 56, 64, 
65, 66 
eminent domain, 4, 6, 26, 45, 59, 72, 75 
Federal Hill, 35, 51, 53, 55 
Federal Housing Administration, 6, 17 
Fells Point, 35 
foreclosed, 2, 6, 7, 15, 22, 64 
General Accountability Office, 25 
gentrify, 4 
Gray, Freddie 33, 34 
 
 
Hadrick, James, 20 
Harris, Patricia, 9 
historic district, 11, 31-32, 36-37, 50, 57, 63, 
68-69, 74 
historic preservation, 4, 6-7, 12-15, 22, 24-25, 
28, 31, 69 
Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit, 12-13, 25, 
36 
HODD. See Home Ownership Development 
Division 
Holt, Marjorie 20 
Home Ownership Development Division, 29, 
41-42, 44, 53, 55, 57, 67 
Homelessness, 1-2 
Homestead Act, 16, 20 
House of Cards, 34-35 
Housing and Community Development Act 
of 1974, 21-23, 42 
housing burdened, 1, 38 
HRTC. See Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit 
implementation, 5, 6, 9, 12, 23, 27, 57, 61 
Inner Harbor, 36, 52, 53, 55, 56, 60, 75 
Lapides, Julian, 46 
Land Ordinance of 1775, 16 
Listokin, David, 12-14 
Local Urban Homesteading Authorities, 22 
Low-Income Housing Tax Credit, 13 
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